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Factorization Properties for Isometries of Matroids 
into Projective Spaces 
Luc TEIRLINCK* 
Let k, n E f\I, k "" 2, n "" 2 and let T be a class of desarguesian projective spaces, containing at 
least one projective space of order k and dimension fl. We define IL(T, n, k) as the smallest m E f\I 
such that for every isometry a : V -+ P where V is a matroid of dimension n, I vi"" m, and PET 
has order k and dimension n, and for every isometry (3 : V -+ P' E T, there is a unique isometry 
'Y : P -+ P' such that (3 = 'Y 0 a. We find lower and upper bounds for IL (T, n, k). 
1. INTRODUCTIONt 
Most structures in combinatorial geometry are abstract generalizations of substructures 
of desarguesian projective spaces. Let us mention for instance inversive planes, 
Minkowski planes, Laguerre planes, abstract unitals, polar spaces, generalized quad-
rangles. Therefore it is not surprising that many problems in combinatorial geometry 
concern embeddings of geometrical structures in desarguesian projective spaces. Another 
strong reason for the importance of such embeddings is that they allow us to increase 
the embedded structure with all the additional structure provided by the projective space. 
For instance, they will allow us to coordinatize by means of homogenous or non-
homogenous coordinates. In general all this additional structure will depend upon the 
chosen embedding, unless this embedding is "essentially unique". Thus, in this respect, 
given an embedding of a certain structure in a projective space, it is important to know 
whether or not this embedding is essentially unique. 
A very important abstract generalization of substructures of finite-dimensional projec-
tive spaces, is the concept of matroid~ or combinatorial geometry. A completely 
equivalent lattice theoretic notion is that of geometric lattice [2]. Slightly more general 
structures, generalizing substructures of not necessarily finite-dimensional projective 
spaces, have been studied as "dimensional closure spaces" [4], whereas a still more 
general notion is that of closure space with exchange property. Matroids of rank 3 and 
4 (dimension 2 and 3 respectively) are known as linear spaces and planar spaces 
respectively, and have been much studied. 
An embedding notion (namely that of isometric embedding or isometry) for geometric 
lattices into projective spaces, was defined by W. M. Kantor [12]. The equivfllent definition 
for matroids was given by N. Percsy [16] (see also Section 2). It is very well known that 
if p is a projective space of dimension n over a field (or skewfield) K and if p' is a 
projective space of dimension m ;;;. n over an extension of K, there is always an isometry 
l' : P ~ P'. Moreover, if V is a matroid and a : V ~ P is an isometry, then l' 0 a is an 
isometry V ~ P'. Thus the question of whether a given matroid V is embeddable in an 
essentially unique way corresponds to the question whether there is an isometry a : V ~ P 
(P a desarguesian projective space), such that for every isometry {3 : V ~ p' (PI a desar-
guesian projective space), there is an isometry l' : P ~ P', such that {3 = l' 0 a. 
* Aangesteld Navorser van het Belgisch Nationaal Fonds voor Wetenschappelijk Onderzoek. 
t Most notions we use in this introduction are defined in Section 2. 
* By a matroid we will always mean a simple matroid, i.e. a matroid in which the empty set and all singletons 
are closed sets. 
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More generally, if T is an arbitrary class of desarguesian projective spaces, we will 
call an isometry a : V -+ p (V a matroid, PET, dim P < oo), T-quasi-universal if for every 
isometry {3 : V -+ P', p' E T, there is an isometry 'Y : P -+ p' such that {3 = 'Y 0 a. 
Similar properties have been studied (though in a different language) in the case where 
the order of P is 2 or 3, and in the case where V is unimodular [3]. (For a definition of 
unimodular matroids, see [3, 6, 8, 21].) We will however not study T-quasi-universality 
in this paper but, as in [12, 16-19], require a somewhat stronger property. 
Indeed, besides the reasons to study unique embeddability given earlier, a second 
motive is provided by the embeddability problem for geometric lattices (or equivalently 
matroids) in which many small intervals are embeddable. In order to glue these various 
local embeddings together, it is necessary that the embeddings are not only unique in 
the above-defined sense, but also that the isometry 'Y appearing in the definition of 
"T-quasi-universal isometry" is also unique. This motivates the following definition 
inspired by work of Kantor who gave it in the particular case where T consists of all 
finite-dimensional projective spaces over a given field K [12]. 
If T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces, if V is a matroid and a : V -+ P is an 
isometry of V into PET, dim P < 00, we will call a T-universal if for every isometry 
{3 : V -+ pI, p' E T, there is a unique isometry 'Y : P -+ p' such that {3 = 'Y 0 a. In this case 
(P, a) is called a T-envelope of V. 
Let K be a field, isomorphic to no proper subfield of itself, and let TK be the class of 
all finite-dimensional projective spaces over K. Kantor [12] proved that if G is a geometric 
lattice, if all 2- and 3-dimensional intervals containing the greatest element 1 of G have 
TK-envelopes and if moreover the 1-dimensional intervals containing 1 satisfy a given 
technical property, then G has a Trenvelope. 
Further results in this direction were found by N. Percsy [16-19], who extended 
Kantor's result to arbitrary classes T of desarguesian projective spaces. (In fact Percsy 
considered isometries into more general classes of geometries than projective spaces). 
The results of Percsy combined with a result of Kahn [9, 10] show that, if additional 
properties, namely the bundle theorem and a further technical property, are imposed 
on the geometric lattice G, then it suffices that all 2-dimensional intervals containing 1 
have T-envelopes and all 1-dimensional intervals satisfy the technical property asked by 
Kantor, in order to construct a T-envelope of G. As it may be difficult to check whether 
or not a given isometry a : V -+ P (V a matroid, PET) is T-universal, it is useful to have 
theorems allowing us to derive the T-universality of a by conditions on V and P in 
which isometries {3 : V -+ p' E T are no longer involved. 
Every surjective isometry a : V -+ P, where PET and dim V = dim P, is trivially T-
universal. The idea behind our work is that the same conclusion holds for an isometry 
a: V -+ PET, dim V = dim P, such that a (V) is big enough with respect to P. Our goal 
will be to investigate how far we can go in this direction. This motivates the following 
definition. 
Let k, n EN, k ~ 2, n ~ 2 and let T be a class of desarguesian projective spaces, 
containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n. (Of course this 
implies that k is a prime power). We will define JL (T, n, k) as the smallest mEN such 
that every isometry a : V -+ P, where V is a matroid of dimension n, I vi ~ m and PET 
has order k and dimension n, is T-universal. 
The following theorem summarizes our main results. 
THEOREM. Let k, n EN, k ~ 5, n ~ 2. If T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces, 
containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, then: 
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(a) if n ~ 3, we have 
("-1 ) ("-1 ) 3e 3k L k i +e+2k+2~IL(T,n,k)~ L k i +-+-, 
i=3 i=3 2 2 
Part (a) will be proved as a corollary to Theorem 1 in Section 3, whereas part (b) is 
a combination of Proposition 7 and Theorem 2 (Section 4). 
In the rest of this paper we will only study T-universality and not T-quasi-universality. 
However, the interested reader may check the following. Define IL *(T, n, k) in the same 
way as IL (T, n, k), with the only difference that T-universality is replaced by T-quasi-
universality. Then the proof of Proposition 3(a) (Section 3), still holds if we replace 
IL(T, n, k) by IL *(T, n, k). Using Propositions 1 and 2 of Section 3, it is then easy to 
show that IL *(T, n, k) = IL (T, n, k) for every k ~ 4. As the structures we are dealing with 
were considered in various contexts by mathematicians working in different fields, there 
is a great variety in approach and terminology. In this paper, we have mainly to deal 
with the 2-dimensional case and the linear space terminology appears as most convenient 
for it. In the dimension n ~ 3 case, matroid terminology appears to us as closer to the 
case of linear spaces than geometric lattice terminology. This is basically why we do not 
follow the terminology of [9-12, 16-19]. Anyway this does not make any substantial 
difference, since all our results can easily be translated into geometric lattice terminology. 
As we will use many non-standard symbols in this paper, we now give a list of the 
symbols which are most frequently used in the sequel. Each symbol is mentioned together 
with the page at which it is introduced. 
LIST OF SYMBOLS 
Page 355: C€(D), (D>X, (D) and page 356 I(C, C€), Ix(C}, I(C}: dim(X, C€}, C€", X", 
C€y, XIY (where (X, C€) is a closure space, D eX, Y eX, C E C€ and n EN}. 
Page 356: sea} (where a:A ~B is a mapping). 
Page 357: xeS, L(S»y, xSy, xy, pes, L(S», peS), (A}s (where (S, L(S» is a linear space, 
x, YES, X ~ Y and A e S). 
Page 357: Lx, xXy (where X is a matroid and x, y EX, X ~ y). 
Page 357: siD, (S, L(S»ID, LD (where (S, L(S» is a linear space and DeS). 
Page 357: PM, PL (where P is a projective space). 
Page 358: IL (T, n, k), IL (n, k). 
2. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS 
A closure space is an ordered pair (X, C€) where X is a set, whose elements are called 
points, and C€ is a set of subsets of X, called closed sets, such that any intersection of 
closed sets is a closed set. (Note that, by convention, nDe<l> D = X, so that X is a closed 
set). 
If there is no danger of confusion, i.e. if we are not considering two distinct closure 
spaces on the same set X, we will sometimes identify the closure space (X, C€) and the 
set X. If D is a subset of X, the closure of D or the closed set generated by D is the 
intersection of all closed sets containing D and is denoted by C€(D), or, if there is no 
danger of confusion, by (D) x or even by (D). If p E X, we will write (P) instead of ({p}) 
and if Ai eX, A2 eX, we will often write (AI, A 2) instead of (Ai uA 2). 
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If (X, ee) is a closure space, then the lattice associated to (X, ee) is the lattice on ee 
obtained by ordering ee by inclusion. If C E ee, the length or rank I(C, ee) of C will be 
the length of C in that lattice. If there is no danger of confusion, we will write Ix(C), 
or even simply I(C), instead of I(C, ee). Let (X, ee) be a closure space and let n be the 
smallest cardinal number such that there is a subset A of X with IAI = nand ee(A) =x. 
We will put dim(X, ee) = n if n is infinite and dim(X, ee) = n -1 if n is finite. We will call 
dim(X, ee) the dimension of X. Clearly, if (X, ee) is a closure space of finite length, we 
have dim(X, ee) ~ I(X, ee) -1. If (X, ee) is a closure space and if n EN, put een = 
{C E ee; I (C) ~ n - I} u {X}. Clearly (X, ee n) is a closure space called the truncation of 
(X, ee) at n. If there is no danger of confusion, we will denote (X, een) simply by X n. 
Truncations of general closure spaces, in particular of closure spaces of infinite length, 
can have bizarre properties and not all familiar properties of matroid truncation extend 
to arbitrary closure spaces. However, we will need the notion only for special classes of 
closure spaces, where no problems will arise. 
If (X, ee) is a closure space and Y c X, the restriction of (X, ee) to Y is the closure 
space (Y, ee y ) where eey = {C n Y; C E ee}. Clearly if Z eye X, we have (Z, (eey)z) = 
(Z, ee z). If there is no danger of confusion, we will denote (Y, ee y) simply by X I Y. In 
that notation, the last equality becomes (Xl Y)IZ = xlz for all Z eYe X. 
If (X, ee) and (X', ee') are closure spaces, an isomorphism between (X, ee) and (X', ee') 
is a bijection a:X .... X ' such that a(ee) = ee'. 
We will use the following convention: if A and B are sets and a:A .... B is a mapping, 
we will denote by s(a) the surjection obtained by considering a as a mapping: A .... a(A). 
If (X, ee) is a closure space of finite length n and if (X', ee') is a closure space of arbitrary 
length (not necessarily finite) an isometry or isometric embedding from (X, ee) into (X', ee') 
is an injection a:X .... X ' such that s(a) is an isomorphism: X .... (X'la(X))n. 
An independent set or free set of a closure space (X, ee) is a subset D of X such that 
for every dE D, we have de ee (D - {d}). Clearly every subset of an independent set is 
independent. An independent set D is called a base of X if ee (D) = X. A closure space 
X has the exchange property if for any a, b EX and any subset A of X with a E (A, b)-(A), 
we have b E (A, a). 
A matroid is a closure space of finite length, having the exchange property. It is very 
well known that the lattice associated to a matroid is geometric. The word "matroid" is 
often also used for equivalent, but formally distinct structures, see [21]. For all elementary 
p,operties of matroids we refer the reader to [21], where however in the main part of 
the book only finite matroids are considered, to [6] or to [4], where a different teminology 
is used and where also arbitrary closure . .spaces with exchange property are studied. We 
will mainly be concerned with finite matroids and the reader who does not feel at ease 
with infinite matroids may very well, in the following, assume all matroids to be either 
finite or infinite projective spaces. 
A closure space is called simple if c/J is a closed set and all singletons are closed sets. 
In the following, all considered matroids and closure spaces with exchange property will 
be simple, so whenever we use the word "matroid", we will mean a simple matroid. This 
is not a very big restriction, since to every matroid we can associate in a canonical way 
a simple matroid [21]. 
If (X, ee) is a matroid and C E ee, we always have dim C = I(C) -1. It is well-known 
and not too difficult to check, that if (X, ee) is a closure space satisfying the exchange 
property and if n EN, n ;3 2, then (X, een) is a matroid of rank min(n, I(X)). Moreover, 
every restriction of a closure space satisfying the exchange property satisfies the exchange 
property. It follows that if a is an isometry from a closure space (X, ee) of finite length 
n ;3 2 into a closure space (X', ee') satisfying the exchange property, then (X, ee) is a 
matroid. We will in the future only consider isometries from matroids into closure spaces 
satisfying the exchange property. In this case, the definition of isometry we have given 
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here is equivalent to that given by Kantor for geometric lattices (see [16, Theoreme 13.3 
and Corollaire 13.4, pp. 91-92]). 
A hyperplane of a closure space (X, ~) is a maximal proper closed set. The hyperplanes 
of a matroid of dimension n are exactly the closed sets of dimension n - 1. 
It is well known and not too difficult to check that for any closure space (X, ~) with 
exchange property, for any Y e X and n EN, we have (Xl Y)n = (Xn I Y). (In fact, for any 
arbitrary closure space (X, ~), any Y eX and any n EN, we always have (~n)y e (~y )n, 
but for arbitrary closure spaces we do not always have equality.) 
The following notion is very closely related to that of rank 3 matroid. 
A linear space is an ordered pair (S, !l'(S)), where S is a set whose elements are called 
points and !l'(S) is a set of subsets of S, called lines, such that any two points x and y 
of S are contained in exactly one line x(S, !l'(S))y and every line contains at least two 
points. If there is no danger of confusion, we will often identify a linear space (S, !l'(S)) 
and its set S of points and we will write xSy or even simply xy instead of x (S, !l'(S))y. 
If (S, !l'(S)) is a linear space containing at least two lines, then it is easy to verify that if 
we put ~(S,!l'(S))={4>}U{{X}:XES}U!l'(S)u{S}, then (S,~(S,!l'(S))) is a rank 3 
matroid. Conversely, if (X, ~) is a rank 3 matroid, and if we define!l'x as the set of all 
hyperplanes of (X, ~), then (X,!l'x) is a linear space containing at least two lines. A 
subspace of a linear space S is a subset Y of S such that any line having at least two 
points in Y is contained in Y. We will denote the set of all subspaces of (S, !l'(S)) by 
~(S, !l'(S)) or simply by ~(S). Clearly, every intersection of subspaces is a subspace, so 
that (S, ~(S)) is a closure space, called the closure space associated with the linear space 
(S, !l'(S)). If A e S, then the subspace generated by A is the closed set generated by A 
in (S, ~(S)) and is denoted'by (A), or, if there is a risk of confusion, by (A)s. A plane 
of a linear space S is a subspace generated by a triangle, that is by three non-collinear 
points of S. 
If (S, !l'(S)) is a linear space, containing at least two lines, then ~(Sh = ~(S, !l'(S)), 
where ~ (S, !l'(S)) is defined as above. We will in the rest of this paper always denote 
the rank 3 matroid associated with (S, !l'(S)) by (S, ~ (Sh) instead of by (S, ~ (S, !l'(S))). 
If X is any matroid of rank ;3 3, then the set !l'x of all closed sets of rank 2 of X* 
defines a linear space on X. Consequently, the closed sets of rank 2 of X are called the 
lines of X and if x and yare two distinct points of X, xXy will denote the line of X 
through x and y. 
It should be noted that if S is a linear space, and if we talk for instance about the 
dimension of S or the length of S or the independent sets of S or the bases of S, we 
mean the dimension, respectively the length, independent sets or bases of (S, ~(S)) and 
not of (S, ~(Sh). 
If (S, !l'(S)) is a linear space and if DeS, then the restriction siD or more precisely 
(S, !l'(S))ID of S to D is the linear space on D whose set of lines is!l'v = {L n D ; L E !l'(S) 
and ILnDI;32}. Clearly (~(Sh)v=~(SIDh. If (Sh!l'(SI)) and (S2,!l'(S2)) are linear 
spaces, then an isomorphism between SI and S2 is a bijection a :SI ~S2 such that 
a (!l'(S 1)) = !l'(S2)' It is well known that it is sufficient to assume a (!l'(SI)) e !l'(S2)' Indeed, 
if a(!l'(SI))e!l'(S2) and if LE!l'(S2), choose two points x and YEL. We then have 
L=xS2y=a(a-1(x)Sla-l(y)), so that LEa(!l'(SI))' For all elementary properties of 
projective spaces we refer the reader to [5], or for a more algebraic approach to [1]. 
For projective planes we refer the reader to [7]. A projective space P can be either 
considered as a matroidt (by considering all its subspaces) or as a linear space (by 
considering only its lines). We will often consider the same projective space P sometimes 
as a matroidt and sometimes as a linear space. We will sometimes write PM for the 
matroidt and PL for the linear space, but only if otherwise confusion would be possible. 
* Note that this definition of!£ x is consistent with the definition of!£x we have given above for rank 3 matroids. 
t Or closure space with exchange property if dim P is infinite. 
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3. T-ENVELOPES 
Let T be a class of desarguesian projective spaces. Let V be a matroid and let ex : V ~ P 
be an isometry of V into PET dim P < 00. We will call ex T-universal if for every isometry 
{3 : V ~ pi, pi E T, there is a unique isometry 'Y: P ~ pi such that {3 = 'Y 0 ex. In this case 
we will call (P, ex) a T-envelope of V. 
An immediate consequence of the definitions is that if (P, ex) is a T-envelope of V 
and T' e T, P E T ', then (P, ex) is a T' -envelope of V. 
If TK is the class of all finite-dimensional projective spaces over the division ring K, 
then the T [("envelopes are exactly the K-envelopes as defined in [12]. 
Let II be the class of all desarguesian projective spaces. We will call II-envelopes 
simply envelopes and we will call a II-universal isometry simply universal. 
The following trivial proposition will be very useful in the sequel. 
PROPOSITION 1. If A e P, where P is a finite projective space of order k and dimension 
n ~2, then: 
(a) If IAI ~ k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + k + 2, then for every point q E P - A, there is a line 
L of P through q with IL nAI ~2; 
(b) if IAI ~ k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + 2k + 1, then for every point q E P - A, there are at 
least two lines Ll and L2 of P through q with ILj nAI ~2 (i = 1, 2). 
PROOF. Both (a) and (b) are direct consequences of the fact that there are exactly 
k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + k + 1 lines of P through q. 
Proposition 1, together with the following obvious proposition, shows us that if V is 
big enough, we do not have to worry about the unicity of 'Y. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A e P, where P is a projective space of dimension n (n ~ 2). If 
x E P - A and if there are at least two lines L 1 and L2 of P through x with ILj n A I ~ 2 
(i = 1, 2), then: if (FI and (F2 are two isometries P3 1(A u {x}) ~ pi, where pi is any projective 
space, such that (FIlA = (F2IA, then (FI(X) = (F2(X). 
If PET is a projective space of finite dimension n ~ 3 over a finite field K, and if T 
contains a projective space of dimension ~n -lover a sufficiently big extension of K, 
then even idp : Pn ~ P is not universal* ([21, Chapter 9,3, Theorem 3]). This is the reason 
why, in the following, we will be mainly concerned with the case dim V = dim P. In [14] 
all isometries P3 ~ pi where P and pi are finite desarguesian projective spaces are 
classified. 
If k, n EN, k ~ 2, n ~ 2 and if T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces, containing 
at least one projective space of order k an~ dimension n, let f.L (T, n, k) be the smallest 
mEN such that the following holds: 
If ex : V ~ P is an isometry, where V is a matroid of dimension n, I vi ~ m, and PET 
has order k and dimension n, then ex is T-universal. 
Put f.L (n, k) = f.L (II, n, k) (k i prime power). If T and T' are two classes of desarguesian 
projective spaces containing a projective space of order k and dimension n (n ~ 2), and 
if TeT' we have clearly f.L(T,n,k)~f.L(T',n,k). In particular, for every class T of 
desarguesian projective spaces, containing a projective space of order k and dimension 
n (n ~2), we have f.L(T, n, k)~f.L(n, k). 
* To avoid confusion, as mentioned in Section 2 we have l(Pn) = n = dim P = 1(P) -1 and the hyperplanes 
of Pn are the (n -2)-dimensional subspaces of P. . 
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For every T, n, k satisfying the conditions required in the definition of IL (T, n, k), we 
have IL (T, n, k) = IL (Ti' n, k), where Ti = {Q; Q a desarguesian projeCtive space such that 
there is aPE T with Q =P}. (The verification of this intuitively obvious fact is just a 
routine matter.) Note that, as T contains at least one desarguesian projective space of 
order k and dimension n, and as all desarguesian projective spaces of order k and 
dimension n are isomorphic, Ti contains all desarguesian projective spaces of order k and 
dimension n. 
The following proposition gives a lower bound for IL (T, n, k), k "" 3. 
PROPOSITION 3. If kEN, n E N, n "" 2 and T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces 
containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, then: 
(a) If k ",,4: IL(T, n, k) ""k"-1 + k"-2+ . .. +e+2k +2, 
(b) IL(T,n,3)""3 n- 1+3 n - 2+ ... +32+2.3. 
PROOF. (a) If PET, where dim P = n and the order of P is k (k "" 4), let H be a 
hyperplane of P, let L be a line of P not contained in H and let x and y be two distinct 
elements of L - H. Let a be the permutation of H u L interchanging x and y and fixing 
all other points of H u L. Then jHuL (where jHuL is the canonical injection: H u L -+ P) 
and jHuL 0 a are isometries pMIH u L -+ P, but if there would be an isometry 'Y :P-+P 
such that jHuL 0 a = 'Y 0 jHuL, then 'Y would be a non-identical perspectivity with axial 
hyperplane H and at least ILI-3 = k -2 ",,4-2 = 2 centers, a contradiction. So jHuL is 
not T-universal. As IH u LI = k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + 2k + 1, this proves (a). 
(b) Let PET, dim P = n, order P = 3. Let H be a hyperplane of P and let L be a line 
of P not contained in H. Put H - L = {a, x, y}. Then jHu{a} : H u {a} -+ P (where again 
jHu{a} is the canonical injection), is an isometry. If 'Yl = idp and 'Y2 is the unique non-
identical perspectivity of P with axial hyperplane H and center a, then both 'Yl and 'Y2 
satisfy jHu{a} = 'Yi 0 jHu{a}> i = 1, 2 so that jHu{a} is not T-universal, which proves (b). 
The following Proposition is well known. 
PROPOSITION 4. If (X, ~) and (X', ~') are two matroids, I (X, ~) "" I (X', ~') and if 
a:X -+X' is a bijection such that a(~) c ~', then a is an isomorphism. 
PROOF. As a(~)c~' we have I(X, ~)=[(X',a(~)):o;;;,/(X', ~'), so that I(X, ~)= 
[(X', ~').* Put I(X,~) = n. If H is a hyperplane of X', let Xl, •.. , Xn-l be a set of 
generators of H. Then ~(a -l(Xl), ... , a -\Xn-l))"'X and a (~(a -\Xl), ... , a -\Xn-l))) 
is a closed set of (X', ~') containing {XI, ... , Xn-l} and thus H. So He 
a (~(a -l(Xl), ... , a -l(Xn_l))) ,., a (X) = X' and thus H = a (~(a -l(Xl), ... , a -l(Xn_l))) E 
a (~). As every closed set of a matroid is an intersection of hyperplanes and as (X', a(~)) 
is clearly a closure space, the proposition follows. 
PROPOSITION 5. If P and P' are two projective spaces, dimP<oo, and if a :P-+P' is 
an injection such that for every line L of P, a (L) is contained in a line of P' and such that 
dim(a (P)p' "" dim P, then a is an isometry and dim(a (P)p' = dim P. 
PROOF. We have dim(P~la (P)) = dim(a (P)p' "" dim P. If x, yEa -\U), where U E 
P~la(P), then a(xPy)c(a(x)P'a(y)na(P))cU, so that xPyca-\U). Thus a-1(U) 
* Note that this shows that, instead of assuming that (X, ~) and (X', ~') are matroids, it is in fact sufficient 
to assume that they are closure spaces satisfying the exchange property and that at least one of the two is a 
matroid. 
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is a subspace of P, so that by applying Proposition 4 to (s(a»-t, we see that (s(a))-l is 
an isomorphism: P~la(P)~P. Sos(a) :P-+ P~la(P) is an isomorphism and thus dim P = 
dim(P~la (P)) = dim(a (P»p' and a is an isometry. 
If T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces, T(n) (n ;;. 2) will be the class of all 
n-dimensional projective spaces P such that there exists a p' E T, containing P as a 
subspace. 
PROPOSITION 6. If V is a (not necessarily finite) matroid, dim V;;. 3, if PET (T a 
class of desarguesian projective spaces), dim P < 00, and if a : V -+ P is an isometry such that: 
(i) if q E P - a (V) and if Yq denotes the union of all lines L of P through q with 
IL n a (V)I ;;. 2, then either: 
(a) dim(Yq)p;;' 3 or 
(b) dim(Yq)p=2 and ala-\(Yq)p): Vla-1(Yq)p)-+(Yq)p is T(2)-universal; and 
(ii) for every line L of P one of the following holds: 
(a) IL na (V)I;;. 2, 
Then: 
(b) there are at least two planes WI and W 2 of P containing L such that V q ELand 
Vi E{1, 2}, there is a line M of Wi through q with 1M na(V)1 ;;.2, 
( c) there is a plane W of P containing L such that V q E L there are at least two lines M 1 
and M2 of W through q with IMi na(V)I;;.2 (i=1,2) and such that 
ala -\W): Via -\W) -+ W is T(2)-universal. 
(I) for every isometry {3 : V -+ p' where p' E T and dim({3 (V»p,;;, dim P, there is a unique 
isometry 'Y : P -+ p' such that {3 = 'Y 0 a ; 
(II) if dim V = dim P, then a is T-universal. 
PROOF. Let p' E T and let {3 : V -+ p' be an isometry. Suppose 'Yl : P -+ p' and 'Y2: P -+ p' 
are two isometries such that {3 = 'Yi 0 a (i = 1, 2). We have 'Ylla (V) = 'Y21a (V) = 
(3 0 a -lla (V). If X E P -a (V), then 'Yll(a (V) u {x}) and 'Y21(a (V) u {x}) are two isometries 
pl(a (V) u {x}) -+ p' coinciding on a (V). By (i) and Proposition 2, it follows that 'Yl(X) = 
'Y2(X). Thus 'Yl = 'Y2. So in the following, we have only to concern ourselves with the 
existence problem. 
Let q EP-a(V). 
Let Ll and L2 be two lines of P through q with ILi n a (V)I;;. 2 (i = 1, 2). Then 
({3 0 a -\L1»r and ({3 0 a -1(L2»p, are lines of p' contained in the plane 
({3 o a-1(Lt.L2)P»P" so that they have a unique point q'EPI_{3(V) in common. 
If L3 is an arbitrary line of P not contained in (L h L 2)p, such that IL3na(V)I;;.2, 
then q EL3~(Lh L3)P and (L 2, L3)P are planes~({3 0 a -\L1), {3 0 a -\L3»p' and 
({3 0 a -1(L2), {3 0 a -\L3»p' are planes~q' E ({3 0 a -\L3»p'. Let L3 be a line of (Lt. L 2)p 
with IL3 n a (V)I;;. 2, L3 ¥- Lh L3 ¥- L 2. 
If (i) (a) holds, there is a line R of P with q E R, IR n a (V)I;;. 2 and R ¢. (L h L 2)p. We 
have L3 ¢. (L h R )p, so that, by letting in the above R play the role of L 2, we get q E L3 
iff q' E ({3 0 a -\L 3»p'. 
If (i)(b) holds, then (Yq)p=(L h L 2)p and there is an isometry a-:(L h L 2)p-+P' such 
that a- 0 (a la -l(Lh L2)P)) = (3la -l(Lb L2)P). By a reasoning analogous to that of Propo-
sition 2, we have a-(q)=q', so that qEL3~qIEa-(L3)=(a-(L3»p'na-(LhL2)P)~q'E 
(a-(L3»p' = ({3 0 a -1(L3»p'. 
So for every line L of P with ILna(V)I;;.2, we have qEL~q'E({3 oa-1(L»r. It 
follows that q' does not depend on the choice of Ll and L 2, so that we can define a 
mapping 'Y: P -+ p' by putting 'Y(x) = (3 0 a -\x) if x E a (V) and 'Y(q) = q', where q' is 
defined as above, for all q E P - a (V). Moreover, it clearly also follows that 'Y is injective 
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(since two distinct lines of P have at most one point in common) and that the image of 
a line of P having at least two points in a (V) is contained in a line of P'. (Note that so 
far we have only used condition (i).) 
Let L be a line of P. We have already seen that if (ii)(a) holds, then y(L) is contained 
in a line of P'. So we will suppose in the following that IL n a (V) I ,;;; 1. 
Suppose (ii)(b) holds and let WI and W2 be two planes of P satisfying the conditions 
required in (ii)(b). As (Wi n a (V»p U = 1, 2), clearly contains L and as we assumed 
IL na(V)I,;;; 1, we have (Wi na(V»p = Wi. So dim(WI na(V»p =dim(W2na(V»p = 2 
and thus dim(f3 ° a -1(WI na(V»)p. = dim(f3 ° a -1(W2na(V»)p. = 2. Let q EL. There is 
a line M of Wi U = 1, 2) through q with 1M n a (V)I ~ 2 and as we know that y(M) is 
contained in a line of pi, we have y(q) E 
y(M) C (f3 ° a -\M na(V»)p'c (f3 ° a -\Wi na(V»)p.. Thus y(L) C 
(f3 oa-I (Wl na(V»)p.n(f3 oa-\W2na(V»)p'. So y(L) is contained in the intersec-
tion of two distinct planes of pi, so in a line of P'. 
Suppose (ii)(c) holds and let W be a plane of P satisfying the conditions required in 
(ii)(c). Then there is an isometry <T: W -+ pi such that f3la -leW) = <T ° (al(a -leW»~). Let 
q E L. As there are at least two lines MI and M2 of W through q with IMi n a (V)I ~ 2 
U=1,2) and as yl(Wna(V»=f3 oa-I I(Wna(V»=<TI(Wna(V», a reasoning 
analogous to that of Proposition 2 shows that y(q) = <T(q). Thus (y(L»p' = (<T(L»p' is a 
line of P'. This proves that for every line L of P, y (L) is contained in a line of P'. 
Clearly (y(P»p. = (f3 (V»p" so that (I) follows immediately from Proposition 5. 
If dim V = dim P, we have dim(f3 (V»p' ~ dim V = dim P, so that (II) follows from (I). 
As a consequence of Proposition 6 we get the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let k, n EN, k ~ 2, n ~ 3. If Tis a class of desarguesian projective spaces, 
containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, then: I-t (T, n, k),;;; 
k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + max(1-t (T(2), 2, k), 2k + 1). 
PROOF. Let V be a matroid, dim V=n, !V1~k"-1+k"-2 .. ·+e+ 
max(1-t (T(2), 2, k), 2k + 1). Let a : V -+ PET be an isometry where dim P = n and order 
P=k. 
Let q EP-a(V). Define Yq as in Proposition 6. By Proposition 1(b), we have 
dim(Yq)p~2. If dim(Yq)p=2, then, as there are exactly k"-1+k"-2+ .. ·+e lines of 
P through q not contained in (yq)p, we have la(V)I,;;;k"-I+k"-2+ ... + 
e+I(Yq)pna(V)I, so that la-I«Yq)p)I=I(Yq)pna(V)I~I-t(T(2),2,k) and thus 
a I(a -\(Yq)p»: VI(a -1«Yq)p» -(Yq)p is T(2)-universal. So condition (i) of Proposi-
tion 6 holds. 
LetL be a line of P with IL na (V)I,;;; 1. If W is a plane of P, L c W, with I(w n a(V»-
L I ~ k + 1 and if q E L, then as there are k lines of W through q distinct from L, there 
is at least one line M of W through q with 1M n a (V)I ~ 2. 
So if there are at least two planes WI and W2 of P through L with I( Wi n a (V» - LI ~ 
k + 1, then Proposition 6(ii)(b) holds. 
If there is at most one plane Z of P containing L with I (Z n a (V» - L I ~ k + 1, let W 
be a plane of P containing L, such that for every plane W' of P containing L we have 
I(Wna(V»-LI~I(W'na(V»-LI. Clearly for every plane W' of P containing L, 
W',= W, we have I(W'na(V»-LI,;;;k. As there are exactly k"-2+k"-3+ .. ·+k2+k 
planes of P distinct from W containing L, we get la (V) - wi,;;; k"-l + k"-2 + ... + e + e, 
so that la-\W)I=IWna(V)I~max{I-t(T(2),2,k),2k+1} and thlls ala-\W): 
Via -1(W)_ W is T(2)-universal. Moreover, as I W na(V)1 ~2k + 1 and IL na(V)I,;;; 1, 
we have I( W n a (V» - L I ~ 2k. Let q E L. There are k lines of W distinct from L through 
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q. This clearly implies that there are at least two lines M1 and M2 of W through q with 
IMi 11 a (V)I ~ 2 (i = 1, 2), so that Proposition 6(ii)(c) holds. 
So both condition (i) and condition (ii) of Proposition 6 are verified, which proves the 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 1. Let k, n E~, k ~ 4, n ~ 3. If T is a class of desarguesian projective 
spaces containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, then: I.t (T, n, k) ~ 
e-1 +e-2 + . .. +e+ I.t(T(2), 2, k). 
PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. 
We will prove in the next sections that I.t (2, k) ~ e /2 + 3k/2 for every prime power 
k ~ 5. Combining this with Corollary 1 and Proposition 3 yields the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2. Let k, n E~, k ~ 5, n ~ 3. If T is a class of desarguesian projective 
spaces, containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, then: 
(
n-1 ) (n-1 ) 3k 2 3k i~3 k i +e+2k +2~I.t(T, n, k)~ i~3 k i +2+2' 
4. THE 2-DIMENSIONAL CASE 
Proposition 3 gave a lower bound for I.t (T, n, k) for all n ~ 2 and k ~ 3. For n = 2 and 
k ~ 4, this lower bound yields I.t (T, 2, k) ~ 2k + 2. We conjecture that for n ~ 3 and k 
big enough, the lower bound of Proposition 3 gives the exact value for I.t (T, n, k) for 
every T satisfying the conditions required in the definition of I.t (T, n, k). (See Section 7 
where we also discuss other related conjectures.) On the other hand, the following 
Propositions 7(a) and 7(b) give a slight improvement of Proposition 3 for n = 2. We 
conjecture that much better improvements are possible, but we did not find concrete 
results in this direction. 
PROPOSITION 7(a). I.t (2, k) ~ I.t (II (2), 2, k) ~ 2k + 3 (k a prime power). 
PROOF. LetP be adesarguesian projective plane of order k. Let V =pl(L 1 uL2 u{a}) 
where L 1 and L2 are distinct lines of P and a eLl u L 2. Let {b} = L 111 L 2. 
Trivially jv : V -+ P(jv the canonical injection) is an isometry. We will prove that jv is 
not II (2)-universal. There is an isometry f3 : V -+ P' for any desarguesian projective plane 
P' of order ~k. (Indeed, letL~ andL~ be two distinct lines ofP', choose a' EP'- (L~ uL~), 
put{b'} = L~ I1L~ and let u be any injection: L1 -{b}-+ L~ -{b'}. Put f3(a) = a', f3(b) = b' 
and f3(x) = u(x) for every x ELI -{b}. If y EL2 -{b}, put {z} = aPy I1L1 and let f3(y) be 
the unique element of a'P'u(z) 11 L~. The thus defined injection f3 : L1 uL2 u {a}-+ L~ u 
L~ u{a'} is clearly an isometry from pl(L 1 uL2 u{a}) into P'.) 
On the other hand, there can be no isometry 'Y : P -+ P' if char P ~ char P', so that jv 
is not II(2)-universal. As IVI = 2k +2, this proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 7(b). If k ~5 and if T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces 
containing at least one projective plane of order k, then I.t (T, 2, k) ~ 2k + 3. 
PROOF. Let PE T, dimP = 2, order P = k. Let V =pl(L 1 uL2 u{a}), where L1 and 
L2 are distinct lines of P and a eLl u L 2. Let {b} = L111 L 2. Choose two points x 1 and 
X2 E L1 -{b} and let {Yi} = aPxi I1L2 (i = 1, 2). Let f3 be the permutation of L1 uL2 u{a} 
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interchanging Xl and X2, as well as Yl and Y'z, and fixing all other elements of Ll uL2 u {a}. 
Clearly the canonical injection jv and jv 0 {3 are two isometries: V ~ PET. If jv would 
be T-universal, then there would be an isometry " : P ~ P, so an automorphism of P, 
such that jv 0 (3 =" 0 jv. Clearly, we then would have s("IV) = {3. We thus would have 
I{x ELi; " (X ) = x}1 = k -1 (i = 1, 2), and, as k ;3 5, k - 2 does not divide k. Using the well 
known classification of the automorphisms of a desarguesian projective plane, it is easy 
to see that this yields a contradiction. 
So jv is not T-universal. As I vi = 2k + 2, this proves the proposition. 
As we mentioned in Section 3, for every class T of desarguesian projective spaces, 
containing a projective plane of order k, we have Ii- (T, 2, k) ~ Ii- (2, k). From now on, 
we will be mainly concerned with Ii- (2, k), k;3 5. Our main goal will be to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Ii- (2, k) ~ e /2 + 3k/2 (k a prime power, k ;3 5). 
By Propositions l(b) and 2, we do not have to worry about the uniqueness of ". 
From now on, we will use linear space terminology more often than matroid ter-
minology. If (V, .P( V)) is a linear space, I.P( V)I ;3 2, we will in the following sometimes 
identify (V, .P(V)) and the matroid (V, gJ>(Vh). This explains the use of the word 
"isometry" for linear spaces. The following proposition is an immediate consequence of 
the definitions of isometry and linear space isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 8. If V is a linear space, containing at least two lines, and if P is a 
projective space, then an injection a : V ~ P is an isometry iff s (a) : V ~ PLla (V) is a linear 
space isomorphism. 
The following two propositions will allow us to restrict our attention to isometries into 
projective planes. 
PROPOSITION 9. * If V c P, where P is a projective plane of order k, I VI;3 e /2 + 3k/2, 
then dim Pd V = 2. 
PROOF. Let q E V and let R 1 and R 2 be two lines of P through q such that IR 1 n 
(V-{q})I+IR2n(V-{q})1 is maximal. If IRln(V-{q})I+IR2n(V-{q})l~k, then we 
would have 
k) eke 3k 1V-{q}l~k+(k-1)(2 =2+2<2+2- 1, 
a contradiction. So IRl n (V -{q})1 +IR2n (V -{q})l;3k + 1. 
Let P E V - (R 1 u R 2)' By an easy counting argument, there is a line M through p 
having a point in Rl n (V -{q}) and a point in R 2n (V -{q }). So P E (R 1 n V, R 2n V)v. 
As, trivially, (R l n V)u(R 2n V) c (R l n V, R 2n V)v, we have V = (R l n V, R 2n V)v, 
which proves the proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let V be a linear space, I VI;3 e /2 + 3k/2, let P be a projective 
plane of order k and let p' be a projective space of any order and dimension. If a : V -+ P 
and {3: V ~P' are isometries, then ({3(V)p' is a plane. 
* The bound I vi;;. e /2 + 3k/ 2 in this proposition is not best possible. As noticed by the referee it can be 
replaced by Ivl;;. 2e/2 +o(k) and probably by still weaker assumptions. 
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PROOF. Proposition 9 shows that PLla (V) is a plane and Proposition 8 that the linear 
spaces V and PLla (V) are isomorphic, so that V is a plane, and as V and P~ I~ (V) are 
isomorphic, p~I~(V) is a plane, which proves the proposition. 
Let V be a linear space, containing at least two lines, let P be a projective plane and 
let a : V -+ P be an isometry. If ~ : V -+ p' is an isometry, p' a projective space of arbitrary 
dimension, then we can always consider ~ as an isometry V -+ (~( V)p" Conversely, if 
there exists an isometry 'Y :P -+ (~(V)p' such that ~ = 'Y 0 a, then we can consider 'Y as 
an isometry: P -+ pI, so that in order to prove Theorem 2 it is sufficient to prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2b. Let V be a linear space, I vi ;3 e /2 + 3k/2 (k a prime power, k;3 5) 
and let P be a desarguesian projective plane of order k. Let a : V -+ P be an injection such 
that s(a): V -+ (PLla(V)) is a linear space isomorphism. Let p' be a desarguesian projective 
plane of any order, not necessarily finite. If ~: V -+ p' is an injection, such that s(~): V-+ 
(p~I~(V)) is a linear space isomorphism, then there is a linear space isomorphism 'Y : P -+ Ph 
where PI is a subplane of pI, such that ~ = 'Y 0 a. 
If (V, 2( V)) is a linear space, if P is a desarguesian projective plane and if a : V -+ P 
is an injection such that s (a) : V -+ PLla (V) is an isomorphism, then the linear space Po, 
whose set of points is (P - a (V)) u V and whose set of lines is {(L - a (V)) u a -1 (L); L 
a line of P}, is clearly a desarguesian projective plane isomorphic to P and containing 
V such that PLI V = (V, L(V)). (An isomorphism: Po-+P is obtained by mapping v E V 
onto a (v) and fixing all elements of P - V). We will in the following almost always 
identify P and Po. So, in the following, we will often use expressions as "Let P and P' 
be two desarguesian projective planes containing V", without assuming that P and P' 
are contained in some kind of 3-dimensional geometry. 
To prove Theorem 2b, it is in turn sufficient to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2c. Let P be a desarguesian projective plane of finite order k ;3 5 and let 
V c P, V ~ P, I vi ;3 e /2 + 3k/2. Let P' be another desarguesian projective plane of any 
order, not necessarily finite, containing V, such that pll V = pi V. Then there is a point 
q EP- V and a point q' EP' - V such that for every x E V we have qPx 11 V =q'Plx 11 V. 
Indeed, this follows by an easy induction argument. 
From now on, we will be concerned with proving Theorem 2c. In the dimension ;33 
case, our main tool was intersections of planes. In the dimension 2 case, we completely 
miss this tool. In general, in desarguesian projective planes the role played by planes in 
the dimension ;33 case is played by perspectivities. In the at least 3-dimensional case, 
our isometries a and ~ respected the planar structure, so that for every plane W of 
PMla(V), ~ oa-\W) was a plane of p~I~(V). However, in Theorem 2c, we do not 
postulate that for every perspectivity ~ of P there is a perspectivity ~ I of P' such that 
for every x E V with ~(X)E V we have ~(x) =~'(X). This makes our task considerably 
more difficult than in the dimension ;33 case. Indeed, we will first have to prove that 
for many perspectivities ~ of P, there indeed is such a perspectivity ~ I of P'. In order 
to do this, we first introduce and study the notion of a partial automorphism of a linear 
space and the notion of center of a partial automorphism. This will be done in Section 
5. The importance of these notions is due to the fact that, if V, P and P' satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 2c and if ~ is a perspectivity of P with center p E V, then 
s(~ I{x E V; ~ (x) E V}) is a partial automorphism of P' with center p. We want to show 
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that, at least for a large class of perspectivities {3 of P, s ({3I{x E V; (3 (x) E V}) = 
s({3'I{x E V; (3(x) E V}) for a perspectivity {3' of P'. A first step in this direction will be 
Lemma 3 (Section 6). Then we will have to prove a whole series of technical lemmas, 
before arriving at our main lemma, Lemma 18. This lemma combined with Lemma 3, 
will show that, if P, V, P' satisfy the conditions required in Theorem 2c, there is indeed 
a large class of perspectivities {3 of P for which there is a perspectivity {3' of P' such that 
(3'(x) = (3(x) for all x E V with {3(X)E V. The rest of the proof of Theorem 2c is then in 
a certain sense the equivalent of Proposition 6 and Theorem 1 of Section 3, where the 
role played by planes is here played by restrictions of perspectivities. However, Lemmas 
3 and 18 assure us the existence of {3' only for a certain class of perspectivities {3 of P 
and not for all perspectivities {3 of P. This explains why, even after having proven Lemma 
18, our task still remains more difficult than in Section 3. 
5. CENTERS OF PARTIAL AUTOMORPHISMS 
A partial automorphism of a linear space X is an isomorphism a : xis -+ xis b where 
S, SIC X. If X contains at least two lines, a point PES is called a center of a if for every 
line L of X, pEL, we have a (L II S) C L. 
PROPOSITION 11. If X is a linear space containing at least two lines, if a : S -+ S 1 is a 
partial automorphism of X and if p is a center of a, then a (P) = p. 
PROOF. Let Rb R2 be two distinct lines of X through p. We have a(p)E 
a (R 1 II S) II a (R2 II S) c RIll R2 = {P}, which proves the proposition. 
A non-identical partial automorphism (or even a non-identical automorphism), can 
have more than one center. Indeed, let X be an arbitrary non-empty linear space and 
let R be a set such that R II X = 0 and IR I ~ 2. We can construct a linear space on 
R uX whose lines are: 
(i) the lines of X, 
(ii) R, 
(iii) the 2-sets {x, r} where x E X and r E R. 
If a is an arbitrary permutation of R, we can define a permutation a' on Xu R by 
putting a'(x)=a(x) if xER and a'(x)=x if XEX. It is easy to see that a' is an 
automorphism of R uX and that all points r ER with a(r) = rare centers of a'. 
However, the following proposition shows that in "non-accidental" cases, a non-
identical partial automorphism can have at most one center. 
PROPOSITION 12. If X is a linear space, containing at least two lines, and if a : S -+ S1 
is a partial automorphism, then: 
(i) if PI and P2 are two distinct centers of a, then 'r/x E S - PIXp2: a (x) = x; 
(ii) if a contains three non-collinear centers, then S = S 1 and a = ids; 
(iii) if through every point of S there are at least two lines of S of at least three points 
and if a has two distinct centers, then S = S 1 and a = ids. 
PROOF. Let PI"#P2 be two centers of a. If X ES-P1Xp2, then a(x)E 
a (PIXX II S) II a (P2XX II S) C PIXx II P2XX = {x}. This proves (i). 
If Ph P2 and P3 are three non-collinear centers, then by (i), we have a (x) = x for every 
point of S - (PIXP2 II PIXp3 II P2Xp3) = S - 0 = S, which proves (ii). 
Finally, assume that through every point of S there are at least two lines of S of at 
least three points and that a has two distinct centers PI and P2. By (i) we know that 
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a (x) = x for every XES - P1Xp2. Now let z E P1XP2 n S. By our assumption on S, there 
is a line L.,t-P1XP2nS of S through z, ILI~3. If x,YEL-{z}, we have a(z)E 
a (xXy n S) n a (PIXP2 n S) c a (x )Xa (y) n P1XP2 = xXy n P1XP2 = {z}, which proves (iii). 
If p is a center of a partial automorphism a : S ~ S 1 of a linear space X, containing at 
least two lines, then we can define a linear space Sp on S - {P} whose lines are 
(i) the lines ab of XI(S -{P}) with pe aXb, 
(ii) the 2-subsets {x, y} of S - {P} with p E xXy. 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 13. If X is a linear space, containing at least two lines, if a 1 : S ~ S 1 and 
a2: S ~ S2 are two partial automorphisms of X, both having PES as a center, then 
Y = {x E S - {P}; a 1 (x) = a2(x)} is a subspace of Spo 
PROOF. Let x, y E Y, X .,t- y. If P E xXy, then xSpy = {x, y} c Y. 
If pexXy, then xSpy=xXyn(S-{p}) and for every ZEXSpy we have al(z)E 
al(xXy nS)nal(pXz nS)Cal(X)Xal(y)npXz. Similarly, we have also a2(z)E 
a2(X)Xa2(y)npXz =al(X)Xal(y)npXz. As al(X)Xal(y)npXz, being the intersection 
of two distinct lines of X, contains at most one point, we have a 1 (z ) = a2(z) and thus 
z E Y, which proves the proposition. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 2c 
Let P be a desarguesian projective plane, of any order, not necessarily finite. Let S c P 
and pES. Let R be a line of P such that IR n (S - {P})I ~ 2. We will use the following 
convention: if x, YEP - (R u {p })y E pPx, f3~:!y will be the perspectivity of P with axis R 
and center p mapping x onto y. (We do not assume x .,t- y. Of course f3~:!x = idp ). 
Let T(P, S, R, p) be the set of all partial automorphisms a : S ~ S 1 C P, fixing R n S 
pointwise and having p as a center. If there is no danger of confusion, we will denote 
T(P, S, R, p) simply by T. Clearly T :::> {s (13 IS) ; 13 a perspectivity of P with R as axis and 
p as center}. For each a E T, we can define an equivalence relation ==a on S - (R u {P}) 
by putting x ==a Y iff f3~:!a(x) = f3::!a(y)' Clearly x ==a Y iff f3~:!a(x) (y) = a (y). We have 
a = s(f3IS) where 13 is a perspectivity of P with R as axis and p as center iff all elements 
of S - (R u {P}) are equivalent for ==a. Define a further equivalence relation on S-
(R u {P}) by putting x == y iff x ==a Y for every a E T. Clearly all elements of S - (R u {P}) 
are equivalent for == iff T = {s(f3IS); 13 a perspectivity of P with R as axis and p as 
center}. Denote the equivalence class of v E S - (R u {P}) for ==a (a E T) by va and the 
equivalence class for == by v. 
The following Lemma is an immediate consequence of Proposition 13. 
LEMMA 1. If a E T and v E S - (R u {p }), then (R n (S - {p }» u va is a subspace of Spo 
PROOF. We have {x E S -{P}; a(x) = f3~:!a(v)(X)}= (R n (S -{P}»u va, so that, as 
both a and S(f3~:!a(v)IS) are partial automorphisms of P having p as a center, Lemma 
1 follows from Proposition 13. 
LEMMA 2. Ifv ES-(R u{P}), then (R n(S-{p}»uv is a subspace ofSpo 
PROOF. As (R n (S -{P}» u V = (R n (S -{P}» u (naETV a) = naET«R n (S -{p }» 
u va) is an intersection of subspaces, it is itself a subspace. 
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If X is an arbitrary linear space, and if Z is a subspace of X, we can define X(Z) = {-; 
- is an equivalence relation on X - Z such that V x EX - Z, Z U X, where x is the 
equivalence class of x for -, is a subspace of X}. Define an equivalence relation -z on 
X-Z by putting x -zy iff x-y for every -EX(Z). For every XEX-Z, we have 
Z U Xz = Z u (n-ex(z) x) = n-ex(z) (Z u x). So Z u Xz is an intersection of subspaces, 
so a subspace. It follows that - z EX (Z). As Sp is a linear space and R n (S - {P}) is a 
subspace of Sp, we can define, as above, -Rn(S-{p)) on (S-{P})-(R n(S-{p}))= 
S - (R u {P}). Lemma 2 shows that x - Rn(S-{p})y ~ X = Y and that for every x E 
S-(R u{P}) we have XRn(S-{p}) ex. In the following, we will denote -Rn(S-{p}) simply 
by - and for every XES - (R u {p }), we will denote x R n(S-{p)) simply by i. 
If pi is another des argues ian projective plane, also containing S, such that pis = p'ls, 
and if R is the unique line of pi with R n S = R n S, then starting from pi, R, Sand p, 
we can define in the above way S~ and equivalence relations =, and _, on S - (R u {P}) = 
S - (R u {p }). It is easy to see from the definitions that S~ = Sp and as - depends only 
on the linear space structure of Sp, we have also - = _'. This yields us, as an immediate 
consequence, the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose all elements of S-(Ru{P}) are equivalent for -. Let a be a 
perspectivity of P with R as axis and p as center. Let pi be any desarguesian projective 
plane containing Sua (S) such that p'I(S u a (S)) = pl(s u a (S)) and let R be the unique 
line of pi with R n S = R n S. Then s (a IS) is a partial automorphism of pi fixing R n S 
pointswise and having p as a center and moreover s (a IS) = s ({3IS) where (3 is a perspectivity 
of pi with R as axis and p as center. 
PROOF. The fact that s(aIS) is a partial automorphism of pi fixing R nS pointswise 
and having p as a center is a direct consequence of p'l(s u a (S)) = pl(s u a (S)) and 
R n S = R n S. As all elements of S - (R u {P}) = S - (R u {P}) are equivalent for - and 
- = _', all elements of S - (R u {p }) are equivalent for =', which proves the lemma. 
A graph G (without loops and multiple edges) is an ordered pair (V(G), E(G)) where 
V(G) is a set, whose elements are called the vertices of G and E(G) is a set of 2-subsets 
of V(G), called the edges of G. If x E V(G), then the neighbourhood of x is the set 
No(x) ={y E V(G); {x, Y}EE(G)}. The degree of x is degox = INo(x)l. 
The following two lemmas are very well known. 
LEMMA 4. IfG = (V(G), E(G)) is a graph, then IE(G)I =i(Lev(o) degox). 
LEMMA 5. If G = (V(G), E(G)) is a graph and if all vertices of G have degree ~n, 
then IE(G)I~n .1V(G)1/2. 
We will assume in the following that P has finite order k. Put A = {{x, y}; x, YES-
(Ru{P}), x¥y, pexPy and x-y}. Let G be the graph on S-(Ru{P}) whose set of 
edges is A. Clearly for every XES - (R u {p }), dego x = Ii - pPx I. 
We now start with a series of technical lemmas, which will be useful in the proof of 
our main lemma (Lemma 18). In the following, we will denote the lines xSpy of Sp simply 
by x * y. 
LEMMA 6. Ifp ER, then IAI ~I(S -{p})nRI. (IS - RI-k). 
PROOF. For each x E (S - {P}) n R, there are k lines of P through x distinct from R. 
Choose one point XL E S - R on each line L of P through x with L n (S - R) ¥ 0. As 
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L nR ={x}¥{P}, we have peL. (Here we use the hypothesis pER). As L =XPXL, we 
have x*xL=Ln(S-{p}), so that, for all points YELn(S-R), Y¥XL, we have yE 
x * XL c (R n (S - {P})) U XL and thus y E XL and {XL, y} E A. As we have chosen at 
most k points XL, we get in this way for each point X ERn (S - {P}) at least Is - R 1- k 
elements of A and as for every a, b E S - R, a ¥ b, the line a * b has at most one point 
in R n(S-{p}), distinct elements of R n(S-{p}) give us distinct elements of A. The 
lemma follows. 
LEMMA 7. [fpeR, then IAI;3ISnRI. (IS-(Ru{P})I-k)-IS-(Ru{P})I+I{L;L a 
line of P, pEL, L n(S -(R u{P})) ¥ 0}1. 
PROOF. For each XES n R and for each line L of P through X with L n 
(S-(R u{P}))¥0, choose a point xLELn(S-(Ru{P})). We have IAI;3I{{XL,Y}; 
XES n R, L a line of P through X with L n (S - (R u {P })) ¥ 0, Y E L n (S - (R u {P })), 
Y ¥XL and peL}1 = I{{XL, y}; XES nR, L a line of P through x with L n (S - (R u{P})) 
¥ 0, Y EL n(S -(R u{P})), Y ¥xdl-I{{XL, y}; XES nR, L a line of P through x 
with Ln(S-(Ru{P}))¥0, YELn(S-(Ru{P})), Y¥XL and pEL}I;3ISn 
RI. (IS -(R u{P})I-k)- (IS -(R u{P})I-I{L lineofP;p EL, (S - (R u{p })) nL ¥ 0}i) = 
ISnRI(IS-(Ru{P})I-k)-IS-(Ru{P})I+I{L line of P; pEL, (S-(Ru{p}))n 
L¥0}!. 
LEMMA 8. lfp ER, then IAI ;31(S -{p})nRI. (21S -RI-3k). 
PROOF. For each x E (S - {P }) n R, choose two distinct points x t and x ~ E S - R on 
each line L of P through x with IL n (S - R)I ;3 2. By the same reasoning as in Lemma 
6, {xL xi}E A and {xL y} and {xi, Y}EA for all Y E (L nS) -{xL xi, x}. Thus if I is the 
number of lines L of P through x with IL n (S - R)I ;3 2 and m the number of lines L 
of P through x with IL n (S - R)I = 1, we get in this way at least I +2(IS - RI-2/- m) = 
21S - RI-I-2(l +m) ;321s - RI-I-2k ;321s - RI-3k elements of A. As distinct ele-
ments of (S - {P}) n R yield us distinct elements of A, the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 9. [fpeR,then IAI;3ISnRI. (2IS-(R u{P}))1-3k)-2IS-(R u{P})1+21{L; 
L a line of P, pEL, (S-(R u{p}))nL ¥ 0}1+i{L; L a line of P, pEL, I(S-(R u{p}))n 
LI ;32}1· 
PROOF. For each XES n R, choose two distinct points x t and xi E S - (R u {P }) on 
each line L of P through x with IL n (S - (R u {P}))I;3 2. 
Let Ix be the number of lines L of P through x with IL n (S - (R u {P }))I ;3 2 and mx 
the number of lines L of P through x with IL n (S - (R u {P}))I = 1. 
We have IAI ;31{{xixi}; x ES nR, L a line of P through x with IL n (S -(R U{P}))1;32 
and peL}! + l{{xL y}; XES nR, L a line of P through x with IL n (S -(R u {P}))I ;32, 
Y E (L nS)-{x, xL xi}, i = 1,2 and peL}1 = l{{xL xi}; XES nR, L a line of P through 
x with ILn(S-(Ru{P}))1;32}1-i{xLx~}; xESnR, L a line of P through x with 
ILn(S-(Ru{P}))1;32 and pEL}I+I{{xLy}; xESnR, L a line of P through x with 
IL n (S -(R u{P}))1 ;32, Y E (L nS)-{x, xL x~,p}, i = 1, 2}! -1{{xLy}; XES nR, L a line 
of P through x with ILn(S-(Ru{P}))1;32, YE(LnS)-{x,xl,xi,p}, i=1, 2 and 
pEL}I;3LxeR(")slx -i{L; L a line of P, pEL and I(S-(Ru{p}))nLI;32}1+ 
2(IR nSI.IS -(R u{P})1-2 LxeS(")R Ix - Lxes(")R mx}-2(IS -(R u{P})1-21{LlineofP;p E 
Land I(S -(R u{p}))nLI ;32}1-I{L lineofP;p EL and I(S -(R u{P})) nL = 1}1) = 21R n 
sl.ls - (R u{P})I- LxeS(")R Ix -2(Lxes(")R (Ix +mx))-2IS - (R u{P})1 +31{L; L a line of P, 
pEL and I(S - (R u{P})) nLI ;32}1 +2i{L; L a line of P, p EL and I(S - (R u{p })) nLI = 
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1}1~2IR nSI.IS-(R u{P})I-IR nSI. k -21R nSI. k -2IS-(R u{P})I+I{L; L a line 
of P, p EL and I(S -(R u {p }))nLI ~ 2}i +2(I{L; L a line of P, pEL and I(S -(R u{P})) n 
LI ~2}1 +I{L; L aline ofP,p EL and I(S -(R u{p}))nLI = 1}1) = IR nSI(2IS -(R u{P})I-
3k)-2IS-(R u{PDI+I{L; L a line of P, pEL and I(S-(R u{p}))nLI~2}1+21{L; La 
line of P, p EL and (S -(R u{P})) nL"i' 0}1. 
Put i = k -IR n si. Of course i;,. k - (k + 1) = -1. The following lemma completely 
solves the case i = -1. 
LEMMA 10. Ifi = -1, i.e. ifR e S, then eitherallelementsofS - (R u{P}) are equivalent 
for -, or S - R e L, where L is a line of P through p and Is - (R u {P })I ~ 2, in which case 
we have q = {q} for every q E S - (R u{P}). 
PROOF. Suppose S - (R u {P}) contains at least two equivalence classes for -. Suppose 
moreover that S - (R u {P}) contains two points x and y with pPx ¥ pPy. Then, as p e xPy, 
we have x * y =xPy n (S -{P}). Put {z}=xPy nR. We have z ER n (S -{P}) and x EX, 
so that x * y contains two distinct points z and x of (R n (S - {P})) u X, so x * y e 
(R n(S-{p}))ux and thus y -x. 
If v is an arbitrary element of S - (R u {p }), then either pPv ¥ pPx in which case v - x 
or pPv ¥ pPy in which case v - y - x. In all cases v - x, contradicting the hypothesis that 
S - (R u {P}) contains at least two equivalence classes. So, if S - (R u {P}) contains at 
least two equivalence classes, we have S - R e L, where L is a line of P through p. 
Conversely, if S - R e L, where L is a line of P through p, it is easy to see that for every 
qES-(Ru{P}), (Rn(S-{p}))u{q} is a subspace of Sp, which proves the remaining 
part of the lemma. 
We will suppose in the following that i ~ O. 
The following lemma completely solves the case i = O. 
LEMMA 11. If i = 0, i.e. if R - S is a singleton {r}, then either all elements of S - (R u {p D 
are equivalent for - or one of (i) ~ (iv) holds: 
(i) S - (R u{P}) eL where L is a line of P through r, L ¥ R and Is - (R u{P})1 ~2. 
(ii) S - R e L, where L is a line of P through p, L ¥ R and IS - (R u {p })I ~ 2. 
(iii) S-(R u{P})={x}uM, where MeL, L a line through p, xeL and rPx nLeM. 
(iv) S-(Ru{p})=(LlnMI)u(LlnM2)u(L2nMI)u(L2nM2) where Ll, L 2, MI 
and M2 are lines of P distinct from Rand pPr with {P} = LI n L 2, {r} = MI n M 2. 
In cases (i) and (ii), we have q = {q} for every q E S - (R u {p D. Moreover we have 
IAI=o. 
In case (iii), S - (R u {P}) has exactly two equivalence classes, namely {x} u (M - {s}) 
and {s} where {s} = rPx n L. Moreover IA I = IMI-l. 
In case (iv), S - (R u {P}) contains exactly two equivalence classes: (L I nMI ) u 
(L 2 nM2) and (L I nM2) u (L 2 nMI ), Moreover IAI = 2. 
PROOF. Suppose S - (R u {P}) contains at least two equivalence classes for -. If 
x, YES - (R u {P}), X ¥ y, then, since (R - {r, p}) u X is a subspace of Sp, we have either 
xPy nR = {r} and thus r E xPy or p E xPy (Observation 1). Moreover, if a line L of P, 
peL, contains two equivalent elements of S - (R u {p }), then all elements of L n 
(S - (R u {P})) are equivalent (Observation 2). 
Now either S - (R u {P}) is contained in a line of P, in which case, by Observation 1, 
clearly (i) or (ii) hold, or we can choose in S - (R u {P}) two points x I and X2, x I f- X2 
and a point X3 e XIPX2. As - is transitive, we have either X3 f- Xl or X3 f- X2. It is not 
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restrictive to suppose X3 '" Xl: Then, by Observation 1, either r e XIPX2 and P e XjPX3 or 
P e XIPX2 and r e XIPX3. By changing, if necessary, the indices, we can suppose r e'xIPx2 
and p e XtPX3. As X2PX3 cannot contain p or r, we have X2 - X3. 
Suppose now that (iii) does not hold, i.e. that (S - (R u {P})) - (PPXI u {X2}) ¥ 0, and 
choose a pointx4 e (S - (R u{P})) - (PPXI U{X2}). If X4 e rPxt, then re X~X3 andpe X4PX3, 
so that X4 - X3. As moreover X2 - X3, we have X4 - X2 and Observation 2 shows that 
Xl - X2, a contradiction. 
So x4erPxI. Clearly X~XI contains neither p nor r, so that X4-XI. It follows that 
X4 '" X3 and X4 '" X2. SO we must have r e X~X3 and p e X2PX4. So {X4} = rPx3 Il X2Pp. As 
X4 was an arbitrary element of (S - (R u {p })) - (PPXI u {X2}), a fifth element X5 of S-
(R u {P}) would be an element of pPXI -{p, Xt, X3}' But then we clearly have pe X2PX5 
and re X2PX5, so that X5 - X2. Similarly X4 - X5 and thus X2 - X4, a contradiction. 
So S-(Ru{P})={Xt,X2,X3,X4} and case (iv) holds. So, if S-(Ru{P}) contains at 
least two equivalence classes, one of the cases (i), (ii), (iii) or (iv) holds. The converse 
part of the lemma is straightforward. 
LEMMA 12. If x, y eS -(R u{P}) and if Ii -pPyl;':i +2, then i = 9. 
PROOF. If yPa = yPb, a, be i - pPy, a ¥ b, then the line yPa contains two distinct 
points a and b of i, but not p, so that, as (R Il(S-{P}))ui is a subspace of Sp, yei. 
So either 9 = i or all lines yPz, z e i - pPy are distinct, and so have distinct intersections 
with R. By the assumption on Ii - pPy I, at least one line yPzo, Zo e i - pPy has a point 
r in R Il (S - {P}). The line yPz ° contains a point zoe i and a point r e R, but not p, so 
that 9 =i. 
LEMMA 13. Ifx e S -(R u{P}), degGx;.:i + 1, then S -(R u{P}) c UZE(No (x)u(x})pPz. 
PROOF. As IN G (x ) U {x H = degG x + 1, Lemma 13 is a direct consequence of Lemma 
12. 
LEMMA 14. If xeS - (R u {P}), degG x;.: i + 2, then: 
(a) Vye(S-(Ru{P}))-i: IpPYllil;.:2. 
(b) PPtll(S-(Ru{P}))ci. 
(c) Vze(S-(Ru{P}))-i; li-pPzl "-S:i + 1. 
(d) Vy ei such that 3z e (S - (R u{P})) IlPPy, z ¥i, we have degG y "-S: i + 1. 
(c) If i¥S-(Ru{p}), then lil"-S:i+l+minzES- (Ru(p}ux) IpPz Ilil. As a conse-
quence, Vy e i, degG y "-S: i + minzEs_(R u(p}vx) IpPz Il il . 
(f) If yeS - (R u {p }), ye i, then 191 "-S: i + 1 . As a consequence degG y "-S: i. 
PROOF. Properties (a), (b), (c) and (e) follow directly from Lemma 12. Under the 
assumptions of property (d), pPy = pPz, so that degG y = 19 - pPy 1= 19 - ppz 1= 
Ii - pPz I, so that property (d) follows from property (c). If yeS - (R u {P}), ye i, then, 
by (b), 9 IlPPX = 0, so that (f) follows from Lemma 12. (But to apply Lemma 12, we 
have to let the x of Lemma 14 play the role of the y of Lemma 12 and the y of (f) the 
role of the x of Lemma 12.) 
LEMMA 15. If 3x e S - (R u {p }), such that degG x ;.: i + 2, and such that there are at 
least three lines of P through p containing an element of (S - (R u {P})) - i, then IA I "-S: 
i .IS-(R u{P})1/2+i 2/16+i/2+1. 
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PROOF. By Lemma 4, we have 21A 1= LxeS-(Ru{P}) dega (x). For all a E 
(S - (R u {P})) - X, we have dega a 0;;; i (Lemma 14(f)). For all y E x such that 3z E 
(S-(Ru{p}))npPy, ii'x, we have degayo;;;i+1 (Lemma 14(d)). For all other 
elements y of x, degayo;;;i+minzEs-(Ru{p}u.olpPznxl (Lemma 14(e)). Put 
minzes-(Ru{P}ux) IpPz nxl = m. Let r be the number of lines of P through p containing 
an element of (S-(Ru{P}))-x. As, by Lemma 14(e), Ixlo;;;i+1+m, the number of 
elements of S-(Ru{P}) for which we have degay>i+1 is o;;;i+1+m-rm=i+1-
(r-1)m. Moreover, by Lemma 14(a), m;;;.:2. We have 2IAlo;;;i.IS-(Ru{p})l-rm+ 
(i + 1-(r-1)m)m = i .Is -(R u{p})1 +im +m +r(m _m 2)+m 2. As m -m2<O, we have 
21AI 0;;; i .IS - (R u {p})1 +im +m + 3(m _m 2) + m 2 = -2m2 + (i +4)m +ilS - (R u{p})l. 
Consider -2m 2 + (i + 4)m as a polynomial in m. This polynomial attains its maximum 
ati/4+1.So 
.2 
= i .Is -(R u{P})1 +~+i +2. 
LEMMA 16. If L is a line of P and if x E (S - (R u {p })) - L, then I(L n (S - (R u {p }))-
xl 0;;; i +2-IL n ({P}u (R -S))I. In particular, ifp EL, I(L n (S -(R u{P})))-xl o;;;i + 1. 
PROOF. The lines xpz with z E (L n (S - (R u {P}))) - x are pairwise distinct and, as 
z e x, they either contain p or intersect R in R -S, which proves the lemma. 
The following lemma is obvious. 
LEMMA 17. Let C = A u B, A n B = 0. If ex is a permutation of C, then i{x E A; 
ex(x)EA}I=2IAI-lcl+i{x EB; ex(x)EB}I. 
We now come to our main Lemma. 
LEMMA 18. Let P be a desarguesian projective plane offinite order k >4 and let V cp, 
I vi;;;.: e /2 + 3k/2. Let ex be a perspectivity with axis R and center p such that p E V - R 
if k is even and p E V nR if k is odd, and such that k/2 + 1 0;;; IR n vi 0;;; k. If we put 
S = {v E V; ex (v) E V} and 0 = S - (R u {P}) and if we define, like before, starting from P, 
S, p and R, the equivalence relation - on 0, then either all elements of 0 are equivalent 
for -, or IVI=e/2+3k/2, R\V is a singleton, say {r}, and Ou{r} is a line of P, in 
which case we have ij = {q} for every q E O. 
As the proof is rather long, we first give a sketch. 
SKETCH OF PROOF. By Lemma 17, we get a lower bound on 101. We then want to 
use Lemmas 5-9 in order to be able to prove that there is a point YEO with dega y ;;;.: i + 2 
(where G is defined as above and where i = k -IR n Vi), to be able to apply Lemma 
15. However, Lemmas 6-9 allow us only to prove that there is a vertex of 0 with degree 
;;;.:i + 1, except in one exceptional case, which gives rise to the exceptional case mentioned 
in the lemma. However, then Lemma 13 will assure us that for a certain number of lines 
L of P through p we have L n 0 = 0. If IL - (R u {p })I is odd, this allows us to improve 
our lower bound on 101. This is the reason why we have to assume p E V - R if k is 
even and p E V nR if k is odd. By this improvement on 101, we are able to carry out 
our plan and prove that (except in our exceptional case) there is a vertex YEO with 
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degG y ~ i + 2. We then prove that there are at least three lines through p having a point 
in Q - y, which is required to apply Lemma 15. Lemma 15 then allows us to conclude 
the proof. 
There is no difference in the main lines of the proof between k even and k odd, but 
all calculations are different and these calculations constitute the bulk of the proof, so 
that we have had to split the proof in two cases. 
PROOF. We will split the proof into two parts. 
Case 1. k is even. We have k >4 and p E V - R. As k is a prime power, k is even 
and k > 4, we have k ~ 8. Put i = k -IR n vi. As k/2 + 1 .;; IR n vi.;; k we have 0.;; i .;; 
k/2 -1 and 2i + 2.;; k. Put IVI = e /2 + 3k/2 + {3. We have {3 ~ O. If in Lemma 17 we 
put C = P - (R u {P}), A = V - (R u {P}) and B = P - (R u V), we get 
IQI = 21v - (R u{P})I-lp-(R u{P})1 +I{x EP-(R u V); a(x)EP-(R u V)}I 
= e+3k +2{3 -2k +2i -2-e-k -1 +k +2 
+ I{x E P - (R u V); a (x) E P - V}I = k -1 + 2i + 2{3 
+I{x EP-(R u V); a(x)EP- V}I. 
Let L be a line through p such that 10 nLI is even. Then by Lemma 17 with C = 
L - (R u {P }), A = V n (L - (R u {P}» and B = L - (V u R), we have 
10 nLI = 21v n (L-(R u{P}))I-k + 1 +I{x E (P- V)n (L -(R u{P}»; 
a(x) E (P - V) n (L - (R u{P}»}I. 
This implies that I{x E (P - V) n (L - (R u{P}»; a(x) E (P - V) n (L -(R u{P}»}1 must be 
odd. So, for every line L through p, either 0 n L i' 0 or {x E (P - V) n (L - (R u {P })); 
a (x) E (P - V) n (L - (R u {P}»} i' 0. (Since at least one of these sets must have odd 
cardinality.) It follows that if w is the number of lines L through p with 0 nL i' 0 and 
l' = k + 1-w we have 101 ~k -1 +2i +2{3 +1' (Remark 1). 
As i ~ 0 and {3 ~ 0, we get 10 I ~ k - 1 + 1'. Either l' i' 0, in which case, as l' EN, we 
have l' ~ 1 and thus 101 ~ k, or l' = 0, in which case, by the definition of 1', we get 
lol~k + 1. So we have lol~k (Remark 2). 
Put A = {{x, y}; x, YEO, x i' y, P e xPy and x - y} and let G be the graph on 0 whose 
set of edges is A. Suppose all vertices of G have degree .;;i. Then, by Lemma 5 we have 
21AI.;; 101. i. On the other hand, by Lemma 7 we get IAI;;3 (k -i)(IOI-k) -IQI +k + 1-1'. 
This gives us 2(IOI-k)(k-i-l)+2-21'.;;101.i. So (IQI-k)(2k-3i-2)+2-21'-
ik.;;O. As 2k-3i-2~4i+4-3i-2=i+2~0 and as, by Remark 1, lol-k~ 
2{3 +2i -1 + 1', we get (2{3 +2i -1 + 1')(2k - 3i - 2) +2 - 21' - ik .;; O. This gives us (4{3 + 
3i -2+21')k -6{3i -6i2-31'i -4{3 -i +4-41' .;;0. Suppose {3 i' 0 or i i' O. As {3 EN and 
iEN, we have {3;;31 or i~l and thus 4{3+3i-2+21'>0. As k~2i+2, this gives us 
(4{3 +3i -2+21')(2i +2)-6{3i -6i2-31'i -4{3 -i +4-41' .;;0. If we work this out, we 
get 2{3i + i + 4{3 + 1'i .;; 0, and as {3 ~ 0, i ~ 0 and l' ~ 0, this gives us a contradiction since 
we supposed {3 i' 0 or i i' O. So {3 = 0 and i = O. As {3 = 0, we have I vi = k 2/2 + 3k/2. As 
i = 0, R\ V is a singleton, say {r}. Moreover, our assumption that every vertex of G has 
degree .;;i yields us IA I = O. 
We may apply Lemma 11. Either all elements of Q are equivalent for -, or one of 
cases (i)-(iv) of Lemma 11 holds. The fact that IA 1= 0 excludes cases (iii) (notice that, 
by Remark 2, 101;;3k) and (iv) of Lemma 11. Moreover, as peR, the fact that lol~k 
also excludes case (ii). So, if Q contains at least two equivalence classes, case (i) holds, 
and again because 101 ~ k, we then have 101 = k and 0 u {r} is a line of P. So if G 
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contains no vertex of degree ?3i + 1, then either all elements of 0 are equivalent for -, 
or IVI = e /2 + 3k/2, R - V is a singleton {r} and Q u {r} is a line of P. So we may 
assume that G contains a vertex of degree ?3i + 1. Suppose G contains no vertex of 
degree ?3i + 2. It follows that G contains a vertex x with degG x = i + 1. Let NG(x) = 
(xt, ... ,Xi+l}. Put Xo = x. By Lemma 13 we have Q c: Uj=O.l, ,i+l pPXj. So w ~ i + 2 and 
y?3k -i -1. Put e = y -(k -i -1). We have e ?30. Clearly w = k + l-y = i +2-e. 
We consider first the case i ?33. By Remark 1, we have 
101?3k -1 +2i +2{3 +y 
?3 k - 1 + 2i + 2{3 + k - i-I 
= 2k + i - 2 + 2{3 
?3 2k + 1 + 2{3 ?3 2k 
It follows that, if ~ is the number of lines L through p with IQ n LI?3 2, then by Lemma 
9, we have 
IAI ?3(k -i)(2101-3k)-2IQI +2i +4-2e +~. 
As, by Lemma S, 21AI ~ (i + 1) .IQI we have 
2(k - i)(2IQi-3k)-4iOi +4i +8 -4e +2~ ~ (i + 1) .iQi. 
Thus (4k-Si-S)101-6e+6ki+4i+8-4e+2~~0. Put r=iOi-2k-2{3-i+2-e. 
As iOi?3k+2{3+2i-l+y=2k+2{3+i-2+e, we have r?30. (4k-Si-S) 
(2k +2{3 + i -2+ e) -6e +6ki +4i +8 -4e +2~ +r(4k - Si - S) ~ O. So (-Si +9-10{3-
Se)i +2e-18k + 18+8{3k -10{3 +4ek -ge +2~ +r(4k -Si -S) ~ O.As-Si +9-10{3-
Se ~ -Si + 9 ~ -IS + 9 < 0 and i ~ k/2 -1, this gives us 
(-Si +9 -10{3 -Se )(~-1) +2e -18k + 18+8{3k -10{3 
+4ek -ge +2~ +r(4k -Si -S) ~ O. 
Because k/2-l ?3~-1 = 3 >0, i ~k/2-l and -S <0 we get 
This gives 
(-S ~+ 14-10{3 -Se )(~-1) +2k 2-18k + 18+8{3k -10{3 
+4ek -ge +2~+r(4k -Si -S)~O. 
ik2_¥k +4+3k{3 +(~k -4)e +2~+r(4k -Si -S)~O. 
As {3 ?3 0, e ?3 0, ~?3 0, r?3 0 and 4k - Si - S?3 8i + 8 - Si - S = 3i + 3?3 0, we get 
(1) 
As k is a prime power and k is even, k> 8 would imply k ?316, a contradiction since 
k < 12. So we have k = 8. We have i ~ k/2 -1 = 3 and by our assumption i?3 3, i = 3. 
By Equation 1, -16 + 24{3 + 8e + 2g + 12r ~ O. As a consequence, {3 = O. We have 
iQi = 2k +2{3 +i -2+e +r 
= 17+e +r. 
Suppose r ,eO. Then -16+2g+12~-16+8e +2g+12r~0, so 2~-4~0 and g~2. As 
for every line L of P through p we have IL - (R u {P })i = 7 and w ~ i + 2 = S, we have 
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101,,;;;; 14+ (5 -2) = 17. On the other hand, 101 = 17 +e +r ~ 17 +r > 17, a contradiction. 
Thus r = O. 
Trivially g~ 1, so that -16+8e +2,,;;;;0, so that e =0 or e = 1. If e = 1, then 101 = 18 
and w=i+2-e=3+2-1=4. As w=4 and IRllvl=5, there is at least one point 
z E R 11 V such that ppz 11 0 = 0. Let 1 be the number of lines L through z with 
IL 11 0 I ~ 2 and m the number of lines L through z with IL 11 0 I = 1. As R 11 0 = 0 and 
ppz 11 0 = 0, we have 1+ m ,,;;;; k - 1. Choose two distinct points z i and z tEL 11 0 on 
each line L through z with IL 11 01 ~2. We have {zi, zt}EA, z EL = ziPzt and 
{zi,y} and {zL Y}EA, z EL=ziPy =ztPy for all y E (L 11 O)-{zi, zt}. So there are 
at least I +2(101-21-m) = 2101-1-2(1 + m) ~2101-1-2(k -1) ~2101-3(k -1) = 
(2 x 18) - (3 x 7) = 15 elements {a, b} of A with aPb 11 R = {z}. In exactly the same way 
as in the proof of Lemma 7, one can show that there are at least 4. (18-8)-18+4 = 26 
elements {a, b} of A with aPb IlR c V -{z}. SO IAI ~ 15 +26 = 41. On the other hand, 
by Lemma 5, 
I
AI,,;;;;(i+I).IO I 4x18=36 
2 2 ' 
a contradiction. So e = 0, 101 = 17 and w = 5. 
By Lemma 7, IAI ~5. 9-17 +5 = 33. For every x EO, we have degGx ,,;;;;4. If there 
would be at least three points of 0 with degree ,,;;;;3, then by Lemma 4, we would have 
66,,;;;; 2 .IAI,,;;;; 4 x (17 - 3) + (3 x 3) = 65, a contradiction. So there are at most two points 
of 0 with degree ,,;;;;3, and exactly the same counting argument shows that there can be 
no x E 0 with degG x < 2. 
Now, if x EO and degG x = 4, as w = 5, Lemma 13 shows that x must have at least 
one point, so exactly one point, in each of the four lines L through p with L 11 0 ¥- 0 
and x~L. It follows that if YEX-pPX, then NG(y)=y-pPy=x-pPy=x-{y}, so 
degG y = Ix - {Y}I. As degG y ,,;;;; 4 and Ix - {y II ~ 4, it follows that degG Y = 4, Ixl = 5 
and x 11 pPx = {x}. So an equivalence class for - either contains no element of degree 
4, or all its elements have degree 4 and then the equivalence class contains exactly five 
points. As 5 does not divide 17, this implies that there is a point x E 0 with degG x < 4. 
All points of x have degree <4 and we have seen above that this implies Ixl,,;;;; 2. So 
degG x,,;;;; 1, a contradiction, since we have seen above that all points of 0 must have 
degree ~2. So we may assume i ,,;;;; 2. 
By Lemma 7, we have IAI~(IOI-k)(k -i}-101+i+2-e. So 
2(101-k)(k -i}-2101 +2i +4-2e ,,;;;; (i + 1) .101. 
(2k -3i -3)101-2e+2ik +2i +4-2e ,,;;;;0. 
As 2k -3i -3 ~2k -3(k/2-1)-3 = k/2>0 and, by Remark 1, 101 ~k -1 +2i + 
2{3 +y = 2k +2{3 +i -2+e, we have 
(2k -3i -3)(2k +2{3 +i -2 +e )-2e+2ik +2i +4-2e ,,;;;; O. 
(-2k -3i +5 -6{3 -3e)i +2k 2-10k + 10+ (4k -6){3 + (2k -5)e,,;;;; O. 
As i,,;;;;2 and -2k -3i +5 -6{3 -3e,,;;;; -2k +5,,;;;; -16+5 = -11 <0, we get 
(-2k -3i + 5 -6{3 -3e) . 2+2e-l0k + 10+ (4k -6){3 + (2k -5)e ,,;;;; O. 
Again, as i ,,;;;; 2, we get 
(-2k -6+5 -6{3 -3e). 2+2k2_10k + 10+ (4k -6){3 + (2k -5}e,,;;;; O. 
2e-14k +8+(4k -18){3 +(2k -l1)e ,,;;;;0. 
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As {3 ~O, e ~O, 4k -18~32-18>0 and 2k -11 ~ 16-11 >0 we have 2e-14k +8~ 
0, a contradiction since k ~ 8. So we may assume that there is a point YEO with 
degG Y ~ i + 2. Suppose that Q has more than one equivalence class for -. Suppose there 
is just one line L through p such that 3v E Q nL, v -J- y. By Lemma 14(c), we have 
19-pPvl~i+1. This implies w~i+2 and y~k-i-1. We have IQI~ 
19 - pPv 1+ k -1 ~ i + 1 + k -1 = i + k. On the other hand, by Remark 1 
101 ~ k - 1 + 2i + 2{3 + y ~ k - 1 + 2i + 2{3 + k - i - 1 
= 2k -2+i +2{3. 
Thus 2k -2 + i +2{3 ~ i + k. So k -2 +2{3 ~O. As{3 ~O, we have k -2 ~O, a contradiction 
since k ~ 8. So we may assume that there are at least two lines through p having a point 
in Q - 9. Suppose there are exactly two lines L1 and L2 through p having a point in 
Q - y. Let IL 1 n 9 I ='1. IL2 n 9 I = '2. It is not restrictive to suppose '1 ~ '2. By Lemma 
14(c), 19-L11~i+1, so that we have w~i+3-'2 and y~k+1-i-3+'2= 
k - 2 - i + '2. By Lemma 14(b), we have yeLl u L 2, and thus, by Lemma 16, 
I(L 1 n Q)- 91 = IL1n (0 -9)1 ~i + 1 and IL2n (Q -9)1 ~i + 1, so that 
10 - 91 = ILl n (0 -9)1+IL2n (0 -9)1 ~2i +2. So 101 = 10 -91+191 ~2i +2+191 = 
2i+2+19-L11+19nL11~3i+3+'l' On the other hand, by Remark 1, IQI~ 
k -1 + 2i + 2{3 + y. So k -1 + 2i + 2{3 + y ~ 3i + 3 + '1. k -1 + 2i + 2{3 + k - 2 - i +'2 ~ 
3i +3 +'1. 2k +2{3 + ('2 -'1) ~2i +6. As {3 ~o and '2~'h we have 2k ~ 2i +6 and thus 
2k ~ 2(k/2 -1) + 6. This gives k ~ 4, a contradiction since we assumed k ~ 8. So there 
are at least three lines Lh L2 and L3 through p having a point in 0 - 9. As each of 
these three lines has at least two points in 9 (Lemma 14(a)) and does not contain y 
(Lemma 14(b)) and as 19-L11~i+1 (Lemma 14(c)), we have 5~i+1 and i~4. Thus 
k ~2i +2 ~ 10. As k is a prime power, k ~ 16. 
If L is a line through p with L nO#- 0, then we have L n 9 #- 0. Indeed, if Z E L n Q, 
either Z E 9, in which case Z E L n 9, or Z e 9, in which case we can apply Lemma 14(a). 
As 19 - L11 ~ i + 1 and L2 u L3 contains at least four points of 9 - Lh we get w ~ i and 
y ~k + 1-i. By Lemma 15 we have 
.2 
21AI~i .IQI+~+i+2. 
By Lemma 7 we have 
IAI ~(k -i)(IQI-k)-lol +k + 1-y. 
Thus 
.2 
2(k -i)(IQI-k)-2IQI+2k +2-2y ~i .IQI+ 18 +i +2 . 
As 
and, by Remark 1, 
. 2 
(2k -3i -2)IQI-2e+2ik +2k -2y -:'--i ~ O. 
8 
2k -3i -2~2k - 3k +3-2=~+1 >0 
2 2 
I Q I ~ k - 1 + 2i + 2{3 + y ~ k - 1 + 2i + y, 
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.2 
I (2k - 3i -2)(k -1 +2i + -y)-2e+2ik +2k -2-y -8- i.;; o . 
• 2 
(3i + 2-y - 2)k - 6i 2 -~- 2i - 3i-y + 2 -4-y.;; 0 8 . 
As k ;a. 2i + 2 and 3i + 2-y - 2;a. 3i + 2k + 2 - 2i - 2 = 2k + i > 0, we get 
.2 
(3i +2-y -2)(2i +2)-6i2_~-2i -3i-y +2-4-y.;;0 8 . 
• 2 
I • 
--+/-y-2.;;0. 
8 
As -y ;a. k + 1 - i ;a. 2i + 2 + 1 - i = i + 3, we get 
.2 
I 
-8+ i(i+3)-2.;;0. 
So ~i2 + 3i - 2 .;; 0, a contradiction s~ace we have seen that i ;a. 4. 
This concludes the proof of the Lemma for even k. 
Case 2. k is odd. We have k;a.5 and P E V nR. As \R n V\ ;a.k/2+ 1 and k is odd, 
we have \R n V\;a. (k + 3)/2. Put i = k -\R n vi. As (k + 3)/2.;; \R n V\';; k, we have 
0';;i.;;(k-3)/2 and 2i+3.;;k. Put \V\=e/2+3k/2+~. We have ~;a.0. Moreover 
k 2+3k is even, so that ~EN. If in Lemma 17 we put C=P-R, A= V-R and 
B =P-(R u V), we get 
\Q\ =2\V -R\-\P-R\+\{x EP-(R u V); a(x)EP-(R u V)}\ 
= e+3k +2~ -2k +2i -e-k -l+k + 1 
+ \{x E P - (R u V); a (x) E P - V}\ 
= k +2i +2~ +\{x EP-(R u V); a(x)EP- V}\. 
Let L be a line through p such that \Q n L\ is even and L ,t R. Then by Lemma 17 with 
C =L-R, A = V n(L-R) and B =L-(VuR) we have 
\Q nL\ = 2\V n (L -R)\-k + \{x EL -(VuR); a(x) EL -(VuR»\. 
This implies that \{x E L - (VuR); a(x) EL -(V u R)}\ = \{x EP- (R u V); 
a (x) E P - V} n L \ must be odd. So for every line L through p with L,t R, either 
Q nL,t 0 or {x E P - (R u V); a(x) E P- V}nL,t 0. It follows that if w is the number 
of lines L ,t R through p with Q n L ,t 0 and -y = k - w, we have \Q\;a. k + 2i + 2~ +-y 
(Remark 3). 
Put A = {{x, y}; x, Y E Q, x ,t y, pe xPy and x - y} and let G be the graph on Q whose 
set of edges is A. Suppose all vertices of G have degree .;;i. Then by Lemma 5, we have 
2\A\ .;; i .\Q\. On the other hand, by Lemma 6, we get \A \ ;a. (k - i -l)(\Q\- k). 
So we have 2(k - i -l)(\Q\-k).;; i\Q\. (2k - 3i -2)(\Q\- k) - ik.;; o. As 2k - 3i - 2;a. 
4i+6-3i-2=i+4>0 and, by Remark 3, \Q\-k;a.2i+2~+-y, we get (2k-3i-2) 
(2i+2~+-y)-ik.;;0. (3i+4~+2-y)k-(3i+2)(2i+2~+-y)';;0. As i;a.O, ~;a.0 and-y;a. 
o and k ;a. 2i + 3, we have (3i + 4~ + 2-y )(2i + 3) - (3i + 2)(2i + 2~ + -y).;; O. This gives us 
5i + 2~i + -yi + 8~ + 4-y .;; o. As i ;a. 0, ~ ;a. 0 and -y ;a. 0, this implies i = 0, ~ = 0 and -y = o. 
As ~ = 0, we have IV\ = e /2 + 3k/2. As i = 0, R - V is a singleton {r}. By Lemma 11, 
either all elements of Q are equivalent for - or one of cases (i)-(iv) of Lemma 11 holds. 
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The fact that 'Y = 0, so w = k, excludes cases (ii), (iii) and (iv). So either all elements of 
o are equivalent for -, or case (i) of Lemma 11 holds, in which case, as \0 \ ~ k (Remark 
3), 0 u {r} is a line of P. So if G contains no vertex of degree ~i + 1, then either all 
elements of 0 are equivalent for - or \ V\ = e /2 + 3k/2, R \ V is a singleton {r} and 
o u{r} is a line of P. So we may assume that G contains a vertex with degree ~i + 1. 
Suppose G contains no vertex of degree ~i + 2. It follows that G contains a vertex x 
with degG x = i + 1. Let NG(x) = {Xl> ••• , Xi+l}' Put Xo = x . By Lemma 13 we have 
So 
and 
Oc U pPXj. 
j=O. l •.. .,i+l 
w~i+2 
k-3 'Y~k-i-2~k----2 
2 
k+3 8 =-2--2~2-2=2. 
By Lemmas 5 and 6 we get 2(k-i-l)(\0\-k)~(i+l).\0\, (2k-3i-3)(\0\-k)-
(i + 1). k ~O. As 2k -3i -3 ~4i +6-3i -3 = i +3 >0 and, by Remark 3, \O\-k ~2i + 
2{3+'Y~2i+2{3+2~2i+2, we get (2k-3i-3)(2i+2)-(i+l)k~0. So (3i+3)k-
(3i + 3)(2i + 2) ~ 0, a contradiction since 3i + 3> ° and k ~ 2i + 3> 2i + 2. So 3y EO 
with degG Y ~i +2. 
Suppose that 0 contains at least two equivalence classes for -. Suppose there is just 
one line L through p having a point in 0 - y. Let vEL n (0 - y). By Lemma 14(c), 
we have \Y-L\=\y-pPv\~i+1. This implies w~i+2 and 'Y~k-i-2. We have 
\O\~\Y-L\+k~i+l+k. On the other hand, by Remark 3, \0\~k+2i+2{3+'Y~ 
2k -2+i + 2{3 ~ 2k -2 +i. So 2k -2 +i ~ i + 1 +k and thus k ~ 3, a contradiction since 
k ~ 5. So there are at least two lines through p, having a point in 0 - Y-
In exactly the same way as in Case 1, one now shows that if there were exactly two 
lines through p having a point in 0 - y, we would have 2k ~ 2i + 6 ~ 2(k - 3/2) + 6 = 
k + 3, so k ~ 3, a contradiction since k ~ 5. (The only difference from Case 1 is that as 
we now have 'Y = k -w instead of 'Y = k + 1-w, we get 'Y ~ k -3 -i +r2 instead of 
'Y ~ k - 2 - i + r2, which is compensated by the fact that we have to apply Remark 3 
instead of Remark 1. The rest of the arguments remain the same.) So there are at least 
three lines Llo L2 and L3 through p having a point in 0 - y. 
If L is a line through p with L n 0 ¥ 0, then we have L n y ¥ 0. Indeed, if Z E L n 0, 
either Z E y, in which case Z E LilY or Z e y, in which case Lemma 14(a) gives 
\LnY\~2. As \y-Ld~i+l (Lemma 14(c)) and L 2 uL3 contains at least four points 
of y -L 1 (Lemma 14(a)), we get w ~i and 'Y ~k -i. By Lemma 15 we have 
By Lemma 6 we have 
This gives us 
.2 
I 
2\A\ ~ i\O\ +g+i +2. 
\A\ ~ (k - i -1)(\0\- k). 
.2 
I 
2(k -i -1)(\0\-k)~i\0\+g+i +2 . 
• 2 
I (2k -3i -2)(\0\-k) -ik -g- i -2 ~ 0. 
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As 2k-3i-2~4i+6-3i-2=i+4>0 and, by Remark 3, \0\-k~2i+213+'Y~ 
2i + 'Y ~ k + i, we get 
This gives us 
.2 
I (2k -3i -2)(k +i)-ik ---i -2~0 8 . 
.2 
(2k -2i -2)k -3i2-~-3i -2 ~O 8 . 
As 2k -2i -2~4i +6-2i -2 = 2i +4 >0 and k ~2i +3, we have 
.2 
(2k -2i -2)(2i + 3) -3i2 -~- 3i -2 ~O 8 . 
We have seen that 2k - 2i - 2 ~ 2i + 4, so that, as 2i + 3 > 0, we get 
.2 
(2i +4)(2i + 3) -3i2- 18 - 3i -2 ~ O. 
This gives us (7i 2 /8) + IIi + 10 ~ 0, a contradiction since i ~ O. This completes the proof 
of the Lemma. 
In the sequel we will use the following convention: If DeS, S a linear space and if L 
is a line of SiD, we will denote by S(L) the uniquely determined line of S with 
S(L)nD =L. 
LEMMA 19. Let P be a desarguesian projective plane of finite order k >4. Let V cP, 
\V\~e/2+3k/2. Let Llo L2 and L3 be three disjoint lines of P\V, with \Ld~k/2+1, 
and P(Ld nP(L2) = P(Ll) nP(L3). Assume that either ILll # k, or IL21 # k, or IL31 # k, 
or Ivi >e /2+3k/2. Let p E V -(Ll uL2 uL3) if k is even and p ELl if k is odd and 
suppose that there are at least two points Xl and X2 E L2 such that p VXl nL3 # 0 and 
p VX2 n L3 # 0. If pi is a desarguesian projective plane of an y order, not necessarily finite, 
containing V, such that pl\V = p\ V, then PI(L l ) nP'(L 2) =P'(L l ) npl(L3)' 
PROOF. Put P(Ll) n P(L2) = {q}. As P(Ll) n P(L2) = P(Ll) n P(L3), we have q E 
P(L3)' Put P VXl nL3 = {Yl} and pVX2 nL3 = {Y2}, Let a be the perspectivity of P with 
axis P(Ll) and center p mapping Xl on to Yl. We have a (P(L 2)) = a (qPX1) = a (q )Pa (Xl) = 
qPYl = P(L3) and thus a (X2) E pPX2 n a (P(L 2)) = pPX2 n P(L3) = {Y2}. So a (X2) = Y2. 
If S, 0 and - are defined as in Lemma 18 (where P(Ll) plays the role of R), then, 
by Lemma 18, one of the two following cases holds: 
(Case I). All elements of 0 are equivalent for -. 
(Case II). \ V\ = k 2/2 + 3k/2, peL 1) - V is a singleton, say {r}, and Q u {r} is a line 
of P. 
Suppose that Case II holds. Clearly r = q. We have \L l\ = \P(Ll)\-\P(Ll ) - V\ = 
(k + 1) -1 = k. Moreover, 0 u{r} is a line of P and as Xl and X2 EO nL2 c (0 u {r}) n 
P(L2), we have Ou{r}=P(L2) and thus 0=P(L2)n V=L 2. This gives us IL21=101= 
Ip(L2)-{r}/=k. We have a(L2)=a(P(L2))-{r}=P(L3)-{r}. On the other hand, as 
o = L 2, by the definition of Q, we have a (L 2) c V and as a (L 2) = P(L3) - {r} and reV, 
this gives us a (L 2) = P(L3) n V = L3 and thus IL31 = la (L 2)1 = IL21 = k. As we assumed 
that either ILll # k or IL21 # k or \L31 # k or I vi > e /2 + 3k/2, this yields a contradiction. 
So Case I holds, i.e. all elements of Q = S - (P(Ld u {P}) are equivalent for -. Moreover, 
by the definition of S, we have Sua (S) eVe P'. Clearly p'ies u a (S)) = 
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(P'IV)i(Sua(S»:: (pIV)I(Sua(S»=Pi(Sua(S». By Lemma 3 (where P(L l) plays 
the role of R), it follows that sea IS):: s({3IS) where B is a perspectivity of P' with P'(L l ) 
as axis and p as center. Put {q'}:: P'(L l ) n P'(L2). As q' E P'(L l ), we have 
{q'}:: {(3(q')}:: (3({q'}) = {3 (P'(L 1) nP'(L2»:: (3(P'(L l» 
n (3(P'(L 2»:: P'(L l ) n (3(X lP'X2) :: P'(L 1) n (3(Xl)P'{3(X2) 
:: P'(L l ) na(XI)P'a(X2):: P'(L I) n y I P'Y2 = P'(L l ) nP'(L3), 
which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 20. Let P be a desarguesian projective plane of finite order k ~ 5. Let V S P, 
I vi ~ k 2/2 + 3k/2. Let P' be a desarguesian projective plane, also containing V, such that 
pi V :: p'l V. Then: 
(a) If aI/lines of V have at least k points, then for every point q E P - V, there is a point 
q' E P'- V, such that for every line L of V with q E peL), we have q' E P'(L). 
(b) If q E P(M) - M, where M is a line of V with IMI < k, then there is a point q' E P' - V, 
such that for every line L of V with q E P(L), we have q' E P'(L). 
PROOF. We first prove (a). Suppose that all lines of V have at least k points. Let R 
be a line of V and let x E V - R. (Such a point x exists since IR I,,;;; k + 1 < e /2 + 3k/2). 
We have U/eR X VI c V, so 
IVI ~ I U XVII:: I U (XVI-{x})1 + 1 
/eR /eR 
~k(k-1)+1::e-k+1 
e e e 5k e 3k 
::2+2- k +1 ~2+2-k +1 >2+2' 
Let q be an arbitrary element of P - V and let Ll and L2 be two lines of V such that 
P(L I)nP(L2)::{q}. Put P'(L l )nP'(L2)::{q'}. Let L3 be a line of V with qEP(L3), 
L3;1:. LI> L3 ;l:.L2. If k is odd, choose p ELI. If k is even, choose p E V - (L I uL2 UL3)' 
This can be done since, if a ELI and b EL2, we have laVbI~k ~8. As aVb contains at 
most one (in fact exactly one) point in each of LI> L2 and L 3, aVb contains a point 
peL l uL2uL3. Now if Xl and X2 are two points of L 2, we have pVxlnLJ;I:. 0 and 
pVX2 nLJ;I:. 0. By Lemma 19, P'(L I) nP'(LJ) ::P'(L I) nP'(L2):: {q'}, so thatq' EP'(L3). 
As L3 was an arbitrary line of V ~ith q E P(L J), L3 ;I:. L I> L3 ;I:. L 2, this proves (a). 
Let q E P(M) - M, where M is a line of V with IMI < k. Suppose there are at least 
two lines Rl and R2 of V with q EP(Rd and IRd =k, i:: 1, 2. Put {q'}=P'(R I)nP'(R2). 
Let S be a line of V with q E peS) and Isl;I:. k. Let XI> X2 E S, XI;l:. X2. Let P E 
V-(SuR l uR2) if k is even (such a point p exists since iV-(SuRluR2)I~e/2+ 
3k/2-3k:: e/2-3k/2 ~5k/2-3k/2:: k >0) and letp ERI if k is odd. Clearly pVXl n 
R 2 ;1:. 0 and pVx2nR2;1:. 0, so that Lemma 19 shows that q' EP'(S). So we now know 
that q' E P'(X) for all lines X of V with q E P(X) and Ixi ~ k. In particular, q' E P'(M). 
Now if T;l:.R I is a line of V with qEP(T) and ITI::k, then we can let T play, in the 
above, the role of R 2. So if we put {q"}=P'(RdnP'(T), we get q"EP'(M) and thus 
{q"}:: P'(M) nP'(R 1) = {q'} . So q" = q' and thus q' E P'(T). So we may suppose that there 
is at most one line N of V with q E peN) and INI = k. 
We now split the proof into two cases: 
Case 1. k is even. As k ~ 5 and k is a power of 2, we have k ~ 8. If there would be 
at most two lines R of V with q E P(Rd and IRI ~ (k/2) + 1, we would have I vi,,;;; 
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(k -1)(k/2) + 2k -1 = k 2/2 + 3k/2 -1, a contradiction. So there are at least three lines 
R h R2 and R3 of V with q e P(Ri) and IR;\;;:;' (k/2) + 1 (i = 1,2,3). 
Let p e V -(Rl uR2 UR3)' (Again, we have Iv -(Rl uR2 uR3)1 >0.) Let {q'} = 
P'(R 1)nP'(R2). Every line pPx, xeR2, with pVxnR3=0 has a point in P(R3)-
(R3U{q}). So there are at least 
IR21-lp(R3) - (R3 u{q})1 = IR21 + IR 3 u{q }1-lp(R3)1 
;;:;, (~+ 1) + (~+ 2) - (k + 1) = 2 
points XI andx2 of R2 withpVxi nR3 ¥ 0 (i = 1, 2). Lemma 19 then shows thatq' eP'(R3). 
As R3 was an arbitrary line of V with q e P(R3)' R3 ¥ R h R3 ¥ R 2 , and IR31;;:;, (k/2) + 1, 
we have q' e P'(N) for all lines N of V with q e P(N) and INI;;:;, (k/2) + 1. 
Let S be a line of V with q e P(S) and lsi.;;; k/2. Let a and b be two distinct elements 
of S. Suppose that for every z e V - S we have Iz Va - {a}1 + Iz Vb - {b }I.;;; k + 1. Put 
Ya ={L e!l'(P);a eL,L ¥P(S)}and Yb ={L e!l'(P);b eL,L ¥P(S)}.ClearlyIYal = IYbl = 
k, which enables us, at the fourth step of the following calculation, to use the well known 
inequality 
We have 
k (f Xi)2 
L x~;;:;, ;=1 . 
;=1 k 
lV-sl.(k+1);;:;' L (lzVa-{a}I+lzVb-{b}l) 
z eV-S 
= CJ-s Izva -{a}l) + CJ-s IzVb -{b}l) 
= L I(Ln V)-{aW+ L I(Ln V)-{bW 
L e Ya LeYb 
2 2 C~Ya I(L n V) - {a }I) C~Yb I(L n V) - {b }I) 
;;:;, +--~----------
k k 
so that k+1;;:;,2Iv-sl/k and thus lV-sl.;;;e/2+k/2. As we assumed Isl.;;;k/2, we 
get I vi.;;; (e /2) + k, a contradiction since we assumed IVI;;:;, e /2 + 3k/2. So there is a 
point z e V -S such that IzVa -{aH +lzVb -{b}l;;:;'k +2. We have IzVa -{a, zH+lzVb-
{b, z}1 ;;:;, k. As each of the k - 1 lines of P through q distinct from P(S) and zPq has at 
most one point in z Va and at most one point in z Vb, this implies that there is a line T 
of V with q eP(T), T¥S, z~ T, zVa n T¥ 0 and zVb n T¥ 0. As Rh R2 and R3 are 
three lines of V with q e P(R;) and IR;\;;:;, (k/2) + 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) and at most one of these 
containsz, there is at least one lineR; of V withq eP(R;), IR;I ;;:;,k/2 + 1, z~R; andR; ¥ T, 
and if ITI < k/2 + 1 there are at least two such lines R; and R j• If in Lemma 19 we let z 
play the role of p, R; the role of Lh S the role of L2 and T the role of L 3, we get 
P'(R;) nP'(S) = P'(R;) nP'(T). If ITI ;;:;,k/2 + 1, P'(R;)nP'(T) = {q'}, so that q' eP'(S). If 
ITI < k/2 + 1, put P'(S) nP'(T) = {q"}. Clearly q" e P'(R;). But, as ITI < k/2 + 1, we have 
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a second line Rj at our disposition playing exactly the same role as R. We thus have 
also q" EP'(R j ). So {q"} = P'(Ri) nP'(Rj ) = {q'} and thus q' = q". It follows that q' E P'(S) 
which completes the proof of the lemma for k even. 
Case 2. k is odd. Suppose there is a line N of V with q E peN) and INI = k. (So, by 
an assumption we have made earlier, N is the only line of V with q E peN) and INI = k). 
If for all lines L of V with q E peL) and L ¥- N, we would have ILl,,;;; (k -1)/2, we would 
get I vi,,;;; k + k . (k -1)/2 = k + e /2 - k/2 = e /2 + k/2 < e /2 + 3k/2, a contradiction. 
So there is a lineL of V, L ¥-N, withq EP(L) and ILl "",(k + 1)/2. Put {q'} =P'(N) nP'(L). 
If S is any line of V with q E peS), S ¥- N, S ¥- L, choose two points a and b E S. As q is 
the only point of peN) - N, for every point x E L we have a Vx n N ¥- 0 and b Vx n N ¥- 0. 
As ILl"'" (k + 1)/2, this means that for at least (k + 1)/2 points y of N we have 
aVy nL ¥- 0 and for at least (k + 1)/2 points z of N we have bVz nL ¥- 0. So there 
is at least one point p of N such that a Vp n L ¥- 0 and b Vp n L ¥- 0. 
Lemma 19 with N = Lh S = L2 and L = L 3, gives us q' E P'(S). So we may assume that 
for every line T of V with q E peT), we have ITI ¥- k. 
If there would be at most one line R of V with q E P(R) and IR I"'" (k + 3) /2, we would 
have 
Ivl,,;;;(k-1)+k. (k;1) 
e k 
=k-1+-+-2 2 
e 3k e 3k 
=-+--1<-+-2 2 2 2' 
a contradiction. So there are at least two lines RI and R2 of V with q EP(Ri) and 
IRI "",(k +3)/2, i = 1,2. Put {q'}=P'(R I)nP'(R2). Let R3 be any other line of V with 
q E P(R 3) and IR31 "'" (k +3)/2. Let pERI. Every line pPx, x ER 2, with pVx nR3 = 0, 
has a point in P(R3) - (R3 U {q }). So there are at least 
points Xl and X2 of R2 with pVXi nR3 ¥- 0 (i = 1,2). Lemma 19 shows that q' EP'(R3). 
Finally, consider a line S of V with q EP(S) and ISI";;;(k +1)/2. Let {Mh ... ,Mr} be 
the set of all lines of V with q E P(Mi) and IMil "'" (k + 3)/2. We have r "'" 2. Put Y = 
UiE{1 •...• rj M i• We have IVI,,;;;(k +1-r)(k + 1)/2+IYI, so that 
(
k + 1) e 3k e k k 1 kr r 
IYI""'IVI-(k+1-r) -2- ""'2+2-2-2"-2"-2"+"2+2" 
k kr r 1 k kr 2 1 
=-+-+---""'-+-+---22222222 
k +1 kr 
=-2-+"2' 
Let a and b be two distinct points of S. Suppose that for every point p E Y we have 
IpVa n YI + IpVb n YI,,;;; r + 1. Put Za = {L E!£(P); a E L, L ¥- peS)} and Zb = {L E!£(P); 
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bEL, L ¥- peS)}. We have 
IYI. (r+1)~ I (lpVa n YI+lpVb n YI) 
pEY 
=(I IpvanYI)+(I IpVbnYI) 
pEY pEY 
= ( I IL n Y1 2) + ( I IL n Y1 2) LEZa LEZ. 
2 2 
CFZa IL n YI) C~Zb IL n YI) 
~ k + k 
21YI 2 
=-k-· 
So IYI:;;;k/2+kr/2, a contradiction since we have seen that IYI~(k+1)/2+kr/2> 
k/2+kr/2. So there is a point p E Y with jpVa n YI + IpVb n YI ~r +2 and thus IpVa n 
(Y -{P})I+jpVb n(Y -{P})I ~r. We have qPp =P(Mio) for some ioE{l, ... , r}. As every 
line M i, i E {1, ... , r}- {io}, has at most one point in p Va and at most one point in p Vb, 
there is a line~,j E {1, ... , r},j ¥- io, such thatpVa n~ ~ 0 andpVb n~ ¥- 0. Lemma 
19 with M;" =Lh S =L2 and M j =L3 , gives us q' EP'(S), which proves the lemma. 
We now finally come to the proof of Theorem 2c. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 2c. Let P be a des argues ian projective plane of finite order 
k ~ 5 and let V c P, V ~ P, I vi ~ e /2 + 3k/2. Let P' be another desarguesian projective 
plane containing V such that p'l V = pi V. By Lemma 20, there are points q E P - V and 
q' E P' - V such that for every line L of V with q E P(L), we have q' E P'(L). The only 
thing we still have to prove is that conversely, for every line L of V with q' E P'(L), we 
have q E peL). Let L be a line of V with q' E P'(L) and suppose q e peL). As a consequence 
of Proposition 1, we can choose two distinct lines Rand S of V with q EP(R)nP(S). 
We have q' EP'(R)nP'(S), so that P'(L) nP'(R) = {q'} =P'(L)nP'(S) and thus L nR = 
o and L n S = 0. It follows that P(L) - L has a point r in P(R) - {q} and a point s in 
peS) - {q} and thus IL 1< k. By Lemma 20 this implies that there is a point r' E P' - V 
such that for every line M of V with r E P(M), we have r' E P'(M). We have q' E 
P'(L) nP'(R) and r' EP'(L) nP'(R) and as L ~R, this implies r' = q'. Since there are k 
lines of P through r (q respectively) distinct from peR) = rPq, there are at most 2k points 
Yi of V - R with YiPr n V = {Yi} or YiPq n V = {Yi}. As 
e 3k e 3k k 
Iv -RI-2k ~2+2-(k -1)-2k =2-2+ 1 =2(k -3)+1 ~ 1 (since k ~5~3), 
this implies that there is at least one point Y E V - R with lyPr n vi ~ 2 and lyPq n vi ~ 2. 
The lines yPr and yPq are distinct, so the lines P'(yPr n V) and P'(yPq n V) are distinct. 
But as r E yPr = P(yPr n V), we have r' = q' E P'(yPr n V). So the two distinct lines 
P'(yPr n V) and P'(yPq n V) of P' have two distinct points y and q' in common, a 
contradiction. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
We clearly have II- (2,2) = 7. As the affine plane of order 3 can be embedded into 
projective planes of arbitrary characteristic, we have 11-(2, 3)~ 10, so that Theorem 2 
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does not hold for k = 2 and k = 3. On the other hand, we conjecture that Theorem 2 
still holds for k = 4. 
Except for the fact that in Theorem 2 we have to assume that P is desarguesian and 
that k ;3 5, Theorem 2 generalizes the following theorem of Rigby [20], found indepen-
dently by Korchmaros [13] and Limbos. 
THEOREM. Let P be a desarguesian projective plane and let A c P such that PiA is 
an affine plane of finite order k ;3 4. Then there is a subplane PI of P and a line L of P 
such that A = PI - L. 
Indeed, this theorem can be restated as follows: Let a : V -+ P be an isometry where 
V is a linear space and P is a projective plane of finite order k ;3 4, such that a (V) = P - L, 
where L is a line of P. Then for every isometry {3 : V -+ pi, where pi is a desarguesian 
projective plane, there is an isometry 1': P -+ pi with (3 = l' 0 a. Theorem 2 shows that, 
provided that we assume that P is desarguesian and k ;3 5, this remains. true if instead 
of assuming that P-a(V) is a line, we only assume that IVI;3k 2 /2+3k/2. We do not 
know whether this still holds without the assumption that P is desarguesian, i.e. whether 
the fact that P is desarguesian is in fact implied by the other assumptions. This suggests 
the following problem. 
PROBLEM. For every kEN, what is the smallest integer D (k), such that, whenever 
V is a linear space, I vi ;3 D (k), P is a projective plane of order k, pi is a desarguesian 
projective plane of any order, not necessarily fini~e, and a : V -+ P and (3 : V -+ pi are 
isometries, then P is desarguesian. In particular, is D (k) ~ e/2 + 3k/2? 
There are still some other problems suggested by our main results. Before turning to 
these, we introduce some new notations and recall notations defined earlier. 
Let Tp , p a prime or p = 0, denote the class of all desarguesian projective spaces of 
characteristic p. More generally, let Tq , q = pr, p a prime, r E N*, denote the class of all 
projective spaces coordinatizable over a field (or skewfield) K containing a subfield 
isomorphic to GF(q). Remember that, as in [12], TK (K a field or skewfield) denotes 
the class of all finite dimensional* projective spaces over K and that II denotes the class 
of all desarguesian projective spaces. Remember also that if T is a class of desarguesian 
projective spaces, T(n) (n ;3 2) denotes the class of all n-dimensional projective spaces 
P such that there exists a pi E T, containing P as a subspace (see Section 3). 
It is very well known that if P and pi are desarguesian projective spaces of dimension 
at least 2, where order P = k and pi ~ Tk, then there is never an isometry l' : P -+ P'. Thus, 
if T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces, if V is a matroid and if a : V -+ PET 
is an isometry, dim P < 00, order P = k, then the problem of determining whether a is 
T-universal, splits into two subproblems: 
(a) Is a (T n Tk)-universal? 
(b) Does there exist an isometry (3 : V -+ pi, for some pi E T - Tk? 
This motivates the following definition: If n, kEN, n ;3 2, k a prime power and if T 
is a class of desarguesian projective spaces containing at least one projective space of 
dimension ;3n, TnTk=0, let v(T,n,k) be the largest mEN such that there exists a 
matroid V, dim V = n, I vi = m -1, an isometry a : V -+ P, where P is a desarguesian 
projective space of order k and dimension n, and an isometry (3 : V -+ pi, where pi E T. 
If T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces of dimension <n, Tn Tk = 0, put 
v(T,n,k)=O. In particular, put v(0,n,k)=0. Clearly, if T is a non-empty class of 
desarguesian projective spaces, Tn Tk = 0, we have v(T, n, k) = maxPETv({P}, n, k). 
* However, for the problems we ar.:: considering here, finite-dimensionality is not essential. 
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If n EN, n ;;. 2, if k = p r, p a prime, r E N*, and if T is a class of desarguesian projective 
spaces containing at least one projective space of dimension n and order k, then 
we have IL (T, n, k) = max{1L (T n Tp, n, k), v(T - Tp, n, k)} and IL (T n Tp, n, k) = 
max{1L (T n Tko n, k), v((T n Tp) - Tko n, k )}. We conjecture that for k big enough, we 
have IL (T, n, k) = IL (T n Tko n, k) > v (T - T k , n, k) if n ;;. 3, but that on the other hand 
we have IL (2, k) = v (II - Tp, 2, k) > IL (Tp, 2, k) and IL (II(2), 2, k) = v(II(2) - Tp, 2, k) > 
IL(II(2)n Tp, 2, k). (Note that, trivially, II(2)n Tp = Tp(2).) 
Strong evidence in favour of the conjecture that IL (T, n, k) = IL (T n Tko n, k) for n ;;. 3 
and k big enough, is provided by the fact that Proposition 3 and Theorem 1 (Section 3) 
show that, for k;;.4 and n;;. 3, IL(T, n, k) does not depend very much on T. We conjecture 
that for n ;;. 3 and k big enough, IL (T, n, k) is independent of the choice of T. In fact 
we conjecture that, for n;;. 3 and k big enough, we have IL (T, n,· k) = 
k n - 1 + k n - 2 + ... + k 2 + 2k + 2; in other words that, for n ;;. 3 and k big enough, it is our 
lower bound for IL (T, n, k) which is the correct value. 
There still is another way of splitting the problem of determining IL (T, n, k) into two 
or more parts. We first give some further definitions. 
An erection of a matroid (X, ~) of rank n is a closure space with exchange property 
(X, ~') such that ~~ =~. Clearly (X, ~) is an erection of (X, ~), called the trivial erection 
of (X, ~). If (X, ~) is a matroid, if (X', ~') is a closure space with exchange property 
and if a:X~X' is an isometry such that 1(~'(a(X))»I(X,~), then a-l(~:(X») is a 
non-trivial erection of (X, ~). 
A projective space of dimension n ;;. 2 has no non-trivial erections. Indeed, the lines 
of an erection X of P are exactly the lines of P and thus any closed set of X is a subspace 
of PL , so a closed set of PM. Thus X = PM. 
It follows that if a : P ~ P' is an isometry, where P and P' are projective spaces of 
dimension ;;.2, dim P < 00, we always have dim(a (P)p') = dim P (Remark A). If T is a 
class of desarguesian projective spaces, if a : V ~ PET is an isometry, where V is a 
matroid, dim V = dim P = n ;;. 2, and if {3 : V ~ P' is an isometry from V into P' E T, then 
we can consider {3 as an isometry: V ~ ({3(V)p'. If dim({3(V)p' > n, then there never 
can be an isometry 'Y : P ~ P' such that {3 = 'Y 0 a. (Indeed, if there were such an isometry 
'Y, we would have dim('Y(P)p'~dim('Y(a(V)))p'=dim({3(V))p'>dimP, a contradiction 
by Remark A.) If dim({3 (V)p' = n, then for any isometry 'Y : P ~ P' such that {3 = 'Y 0 a, 
we have ('Y(P)p'::::> ('Y(a(V)))p' = ({3(V)p'. As, by Remark A, dim('Y(P)p') = dim P = it = 
dim({3(V)p', we have ('Y(P)p' = ({3(V)p', Thus we can consider 'Y as an isometry P~ 
({3(V)p'. Conversely, we can always consider an isometry (T: P ~ ({3(V)p' as an isometry 
P ~ P'. Thus the problem of determining whether a is T-universal splits into two parts: 
(i) Determine whether for every isometry (3: V ~ P' E T, we have dim({3(V)p' = 
dim V. 
(ii) Determine whether a is T(n )-universal. 
Let k, n EN, k a prime power, n ~ 2. For every class T of des argues ian projective 
spaces, containing at least one projective space of dimension ~n + 1, define e(T, n, k) 
as the smallest integer m such that the following property holds: If P is a desarguesian 
projective space of order k and dimension n, and if V c P, I vi ;;. m, (V) = P, then for 
every isometry (3 :PMI V ~P', where P' E T, we have dim({3(V)p') = n. 
If T is a class of desarguesian projective spaces of dimension ~n, put e (T, n, k) = O. 
In particular, put e(0, n, k) = O. Of course, for every non-empty class T of desarguesian 
projective spaces, we have e (T, n, k) = maXPET e ({P}, n, k). Put e (n, k) = e (II, n, k). 
Trivially, for every class T of des argues ian projective spaces, we have e (T, n, k) ~ e (n, k). 
It is not very difficult to see that, for every class T of desarguesian projective spaces, 
containing at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, we have IL (T, n, k) = 
max{IJ- (T(n), n, k), e (T, n, k)}. We conjecture that, for k big enough, we have IL (T, n, k) = 
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I-' (T(n), n, k). For n ~ 3, this is of course again a particular case of the conjecture that, 
for n ~3 and k big enough, I-'(T, n, k) does not depend on the choice of T. If (X, ee) is 
a matroid, a subspace of (X, ee) will be a subset Y of X such that for every D c Y, with 
(D) ¥- X, we have (D) c Y. Clearly the set Y(X, ee) of all subspaces of (X, ee) defines a 
closure space on X. Moreover, it is easy to see that for every erection (X, ee') of (X, ee) 
we have ee' c Y(X, ee). So, if dim(X, Y(X, ee)) = dim(X, ee), then (X, ee) has no non-trivial 
erection. 
Let n EN, n ~ 2 and let k be a prime power. Let e *(n, k) be the smallest integer m 
such that for every desarguesian projective space P of order k and dimension n and for 
every V cP, (V) = P, IVI ~m, the matroidPMlv has no non-trivial erection. Let e**(n, k) 
be the smallest integer m such that for every desarguesian projective space P of order 
k and dimension n and for every V c P, (V) = P, I vi ~ m, we have dim( V, Y(PM I V)) = n. 
Of course, for every n EN, n?3 2 and every prime power k, we have e (n, k) ~ e *(n, k) ~ 
e **(n, k). We conjecture that for k big enough and for any class T of desarguesian 
projective spaces eontaining at least one projective space of order k and dimension n, 
we have not only I-'(T,n,k»e(T,n,k), but even I-'(T,n,k»e**(n,k). For n~3, a 
complete determination of I-'(T, n, k) for every class T of desarguesian projective spaces 
containing at least one projective space of dimension n and order k might be possible. 
For n = 2, however, this looks extremely difficult, if not completely infeasible. It would 
therefore be interesting to have exact values for I-' (T, 2, k) for small values of k (k a 
prime power). We believe that of particular interest are I-'(II, 2, k), I-'(II(2), 2, k), 
I-'(Tp,2,pr), I-'(Tp (2),2,pr), I-'(Tk, 2, k), I-'(Td2), 2, k), I-'(TOF(k» 2, k) and I-'(TOF(k) 
(2),2, k), where p is a prime, k is a prime power and r E N*. A difficulty is that the 
small values of k seem to behave very differently from the larger values of k, so that, 
in order to get a good idea of the asymptotic behaviour of I-' (T, 2, k), one might have 
to calculate the exact value of I-'(T, 2, k) for relatively large k. We believe it would also 
be interesting to have good bounds, or, if possible, exact values for v(T, n, k), e(T, n, k), 
e*(n, k) and e**(n, k) (k = pr, p a prime, r E N*, n EN, n ~2). For v(T, n, k) the cases 
T = II - Tp , II - Tko Tq (q a prime, q ¥- P ), To, T Rand T c might be interesting. Concerning 
the cases T = To and T = T R , we do not know how far the Sylvester-Gallai theorem 
could be used to study the problem. Let P be a desarguesian projective space of order 
k and dimension n. Clearly for every class T of desarguesian projective spaces we have 
e(T,n,k)~I-'(Tu{P},n,k). Moreover, if TnTk=0, we have v(T,n,k)~ 
I-'(Tu{P}, n, k). Thus, our upper bounds for I-'(T, n, k) yield also upper bounds for 
e(T, n, k) and v(T, n, k). 
The only other result known to the author concerning v(T, n, k) is that 
(T. 2) = (n +2)(n + 1) 1 v ,n, 2 + 
for every class T of desarguesian projective spaces with Tn T2 = 0, containing at least 
one projective space of dimension ~n. (This is a well known result about unimodular 
matroids.) In our study of I-' (T, n, k) we have confined our attention mainly to the case 
k ~4. In many of the conjectures in this section we assumed "k big enough". In fact, 
the cases k = 2 and k = 3 behave very differently in many respects from the case k ~ 4, 
as indicated very clearly in [3]. 
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